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HEARINGS

IN COLORADO

'

DENVER

MINERS, OPERATORS AND STATE
MILITIA DELEGATE MEN TO

I'll

SPEAK

FOR

THEM

VISIT JTEiNIOAD FIELD

WILL

THE INVESTIGATORS

WILL GO TO
THAT PLACE TONIGHT OR

'

. TOMORROW

I

Denver, Feb. 9. Colorado's labor
struggle today was. transferred from
the coal mines, military barracks and
strikers' tetnt colonies to the senate
chamber in the state eapitol,- - where
the subcommittee of the house committee on mines opened the congressional investigation.
Presidents of big corporations lined
up on one side of the chamber, while
on the other sat labor leaders whose
names have become nationally known
In connection, with the Colorado miners' controversy. State, officers, attorneys, stenographers and spectators
made up the rest of those in attendance when Martin D. Foster, chairman, called the session to order, road
the house resolution under which the
Investigation was authorized," and
Russell D.
Prolessor
summoned
George, state geologist, to the witness stand to give the committee a
'
preliminary outline of the mining
y

in.

V

Colorado.

The state geologist, with the aid of
charts, pointed out the various coal
fields of the state and explained the
character of the coal and method of
'
milling ia each, lie was given close
attention by the committeemen; who
Interrupted with frequent questions.
The congressional committee inves(
tigating the Colorado coat strike appointed W, R. Rucker, former representative from Colorado, as legal Adviser to the committee. At the' open- lag of the hearing at 10:30 o'clock it l
was not known how long the cojmmitt-tee would remain In Denver. Members of the committee stated that they
would1 try to complete the preliminary
Inquiry today, departing for Trinidad
late tonight. It was considered more
probable, hdwever, that the Denver
hearing would continue through tomorrow.
Before opening the hearing the
committee called upon 'Governor E.
M. Amnions. The governor has agreed
to appear as e witness If his testimony is wanted.
At the opening of the session Marres,fl tin P, Foster, chairman, read the
olution by .which the investigation
was" authorized.' He then asked the
parties to the controversy to select
attorneys to represent them,, at the
hearings. John C. Osgood announced that the operators would be represented by Fred Herringto,n, Wank E.
Gove, J. V. Strickland and J. G. North-cutIt was announced that the
miners would be represented by Horace N. Hawkins, James Clark, F. W.
Clark and James H. Brewster.
General John Chase obtained permission to have the National Guard
of Colorado represented by Major Edward Boughton and Captain W. C.
Danks. The Consolidated 'Coal and
Coke company was represented by .
Baum. Francis E. Bouck appearf-for the attorney general of Colorado.
During a pause at the conclusion of
Professor George's testimony, the Oak
Creek Coal Company and the South
Canon coal company secured permission to have the name of George G.
Manley entered on the records as
their attorney. There was some delay while attendants searched the
Btate house for other witnesses, and
the chairman observed that the committee would be forced to Issue subpoenas and compel the attendance of
witnesses unless they could be pro
duced more promptly.
Mine Inspector Testifies
chief
Finally James Dalrymple,
state Inspector of coal mines, made
Iris appearance and proceeded to an
swer questions by the committee regarding the duties of bi,s office and
t.

of : DalrympTu'8" testl:
At
1 o'clock the comafter
mony shortly
mittee took a luncheon recess until
tbe-rrlo-

2

se-

p. m.

Bill

1G

FEBRUARY

CITY EDITION.

to whether Provisional
President
Huerta has made representations to
Germany in regard to President Wilson's raising of the embargo on arms,
was addressed to the chancejlor in
the imperial parliament today. The
question was put by two of the national leaders, Ernest
Basserrmann
and Baron Vcm Richtohefen. The latter was at one time German charge
d'affaires In Mexico. The question
FORTIFICATIONS
EXPENDITURES was phrased In a tone of friendliness DENVER POST OWNER SAYS
to Huerta.
INCREASED $2,000,000 OVER
LITICAL RIVAL TRIED TO

CiiMS
OliELLMH

DONFILS
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HE
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JAILED SENATE VOTES

I MURDER

APPROVE THE

BUDGET

SAID TO HAVE INSTIGATED
KILLING OF HIS WIFE BY
.
MISS HERDMAN

,13

'

ALL INTERESTS KEPEESENTED

;

1

PLANK

COMMITTHE CONGRESSIONAL
TEE OPENS ITS SESSIONS

1

WILSON

,

STRIKE

IN

the conditions under yhich coaj is
mined in Colorado.
DID NOT
He explained that the new mining
law was a. decided; improvement ovef
the old, which he declared "had noth
.
,
ing behind It."
"Then under the old law, the state
laid down regulations and the opera
tors could Observe them if they felt
like it?" asked Chairman Foster.
"Yes," replied the witness,
Mr. Dalrymple then entetred upon CANAL CLAUSE
IN DEMOCRATIC
a detailed descriptioit'of the Colorado
PLATFORM NEVER MET HIS
mining law and the safety regulaIDEAS .,.(
tions now in force. Hei said:
"I don't believe any mine In the
state complies with the new law In HE
'
' '
ACCEPTEDjT, EOWEVER
V'
its entitrety."
He explained that some of the mining companies had not been able to NOW HE IS ENDEAVORING TO GET
secure the required safety appliances
CONGRESS TO CHANGE THE
but that some had shown no disposi'
LAW .
tion to observe the law.
"What are you doing about those
WOULD
ABOLISH EXEMPTION
companies?" he was asked.
"Nothing, t haven't had time," was
..."
the' reply,
...
The witness added that the law al- WOULD HAVE AMERICAN SHIPS
PAY DUTIES FOR THE PANlowed him five deputies, bu t that he
AMA SHORT-CUhad been given only tluee and therefore had not been able to make the
thorough Inspection required by statWashington, Feb. 9. President Wil
ute.
son let It be known today that from
In response to questions he said
the first he regarded as an unwise
that 111 men had been killed in mine
policy the Insertion in the democratic
accidents In the last year.
national platform of the plank favor
'
Representative Austin asked:
ing the exemption of American coast"Mr. Dalrymple, ' why did not you
from the payment of Pan
wise
ask the legislature for a direct appro- ama ships tolls.
canal
so
priation to support your office,
The president feels that a platform
that you could carry out the work declaration
on such a subject is relat
"
required by law
ed to circumstances that arise all over
"I'd rather ask the devil for a transthe world as well as in the United
fer to heaven," promptly replied the
States and that only the element
witness.
which the United fetates can control
Toward the close of Dalrymple's
into the stiuation, ought to, be binding.
testimony, Mr. Brewster asked the lie feels that a
of circumstan
witness regarding his experience as ces has arisen inchange
as
the
international
mine superintendent . .'
should
the
stuation
of
which
pect
"I was superintendent of a mine on
change the attitude or the American
the western slope," was the reply. "I
government and the attitude or the
me
ordered
quit when the company
on the subject. Mr. Wilson
to fire some men who sad been black- country
told callers today that the whole sitwere
listed by other companies. They
uation and the point of view of forthe best men I had and I could not
eign governments was, to some extent
I
so
get the coal up without them,
involved in the controversy. He intiresigned."
mated
that platform declarations
'Were they what are known as agi
should not embrace relations with fortators?"
eign governments.

MONDAY,

ASSAULT

THE HOUSE BILL

KILL HIM

Americans All Perished
Juarez, Mexico Feb. 9. It may be
TOOK
TEE CITY AN AMY CFHALF A MILLION several days before exploring parties lAAl
ILL
can reach the bodies' la the Cumbre
v
tunnel. Earth and rock have fallen
POLICE SAY
1E TRANSPORTED
AMMUNITION
AND GUNS PRO- in both ends, and as the fire is still WITNESSES SAY THE NEWSPAPER
MURDERESS TO THE SCENE
VIDED FOR WOULD EQUIP
MAN STRUCK THE OTHER
burning, work is slow.
. General
OF THE CRIME
to
Villa, who returned
IMMENSE FORCE.
;
WITH HIS FIST
Juarez yesterday, declared that he
would redouble efforts to crush the
A DTEER EXTRAVAGANCE
TEE OSEL
IS CLAIMED bandit, Maximo Castillo, who is held A
EEVCLYir !3
responsible for the disaster.
WHEN SHE COMMITTED SUICIDE BUT SENATORS WHO MAKE THE
BODYGUARD OF THE JOURNALIST
STUDENTS GREET HOUSTON
SUGGESTION ARE RIDICULED
SHE LEFT AN
PREVENTS THE WEAPON BEAustin, Tex., Feb. 9. Two thouOLD CHILD
BY OPPONENTS
ING DISCHARGED
sand students of the University of
Texas met Secretary of Agriculture
Newark, N. J., Fell. 9. Charles 1.
Washington, Feb. 9. The senate Houston and Secretary of the TreasDenver, Feb. 9. A warrant charg
Manning, sole survivor of the love todajy passed the fortifications! appro- ury McAdoo when they arrived here ing Thomas J. O'Donnell, prominent
tragedy In which Miss Hazel Herd-ma- priation for artillery and ammunition. today to hold a regional bank hear- democratic politician of Colorado, with,
old
mother of his
Preparedness of the United States ing. The students' act was in the ansault upon F. G. Bonfils with intent
g
greeting to to kill, was issued from the sheriff's
son, killed herself with poison after for war was debated in the senate nature of a
she had confessed to shooting and during consideration of the fortifica- Secretary Houston, who was former- office today after information against
Mr. O'Donnell had been issued by th?
killing Manning's wife, was held to- tions bill, to which the senate com- ly president of the university.
district attorney upon the complaint
day as an accessory to the killing of mittee had added nearly $2,000,000
Mrs. Manning.
over the house appropriation
for
of Mr. Bonfils.
Mr. Bonfils is one of
ONLY AMERICANS AND the owners of the Denver Post
Mrs. Maiming Was shot by Miss field artillery and ammunition.
Herdman Frirday. The girl died in a
Senator Bryan said the increases
The alleged assafflt occurred today
were made to meet as nearly as poshospital the following afternoon.
PANAMANS EMPLOY ED at the county court houso, where both
From) his cell Manning today made sible the estimate for an army of
men were going to attend the Bonfils
arrangements for the funeral of his half a million men.
suit against the Denver
REGARDING
THE Injunction
"If there are only 70,000 men in NEW RULING
Union Water company, in which Mr.
wife, while Arthur J. Herdman, the
IN
CANAL
ANNOUNCED
IS
Bonfils had petitioned the company fc
Pompton turnpike, inn keeper, claimed the army now, why should we have
WASHINGTON
the body of his daughter and arrang- an army of a half a million men?"
for politicenjoined from using-moneed for its burial.V,
asked Senator Sheppard.
al purposes. Mr. O'Donnell is vice
9.
Feb.
natives
Washington,
Only
A charge of murder against Man"So as to be prepared for war,"
president of the voters' orgauizal'oa
of Panama and Americans hereafter
which is fighting Mr. Bonfila' position
ning was decided upon, early today. replied Senator Bryan.
will
in
be
the
employed
high grades In the water case.
Miss Herdman, in her dying state"While we had only 20,000 men opof service on the Panama canal. The
ment, attempted to exonerate Man- erating around Santiago in the
rule will 'apply to all employes who
he
Chief
some
but
that
we
had
"Long says
quarwith his partner, II. H. Tammea, apning,
war,
was an accessory and that he took ter of a million men enlisted.- - With receive more than $75 a month or proached the court house and met Mr.
40 cents an Hour. Aliens
Miss Herdman in his auucmobile to this allowance of guns, America would more than
O'Donnell on the steps.
The newsNewark before the murder. Manning still have less guns per man than any may be employed in these grades if paper men were accompanied by II. A.
made no effort, to escape.
first class power. We would have they have occupied similar positions Delaney, their bodyguard., Mr. Bonof the Panam'a
about the same proportion, as Bulgaria during the construction
fils spoke to Mr. O IX)nni;lIt mj wiL-or
more. They
two
for
canal
years
ani,Sftrvia.. .We .should r'lw.- trber
may also be tempi oVea tMi,i,.. :.ar:I.yiu
takes years to make these guns.
The eight hour law wiil lence
emergency.
"Think of the great Pacific coast
which Mr. OLkMiiicii svaa it...
EQUIPMENT
WANT BIG NAVY
all per diem and hourly
to
be
applied
30
without enough powder to last
cusea
vi
naviag maae against xur. uon-fil- s.
or laLondon, Feb. 9. Unqualified . and
minutes under attack," exclaimed employment above the grades
LIVES
'
SAVES
borers.
unanimous endorsement of the policy
"I'm not afraid of you either," reSenator Warren.
All officers and employes on the
of maintaining a "supreme navy" was
torted Mr. O'Donnell.
Senator Smoot said the lack of amcanal, except clerks, bookkeepers,
voiced today by a great mass, meeting
Whereupon more words wer
ENTIRE TRAIN LEAVES RAILS ON munition, was almost criminal.
stenographers
typewziters, surgeons,
moof representative
business men of
more
Mexico
"Even
and Delaney proceeded and
possesses
THE
CHICAGO, ST. PAUL, MINphysicians., nurses and draughtsmen
the city of London. The meeting was
bile guns than we do," he said.
the court house, thinking, as he
NEAPOLIS AND OMAHA
and
clerical positions paying $75
held at the Guild hall under the pressaid. "It was a jawing match."
Senator Ashurst attacked the ap- and
less per monc'i will l.e esunpted i'rm
idency of the lord mayor.
The next action witnesses say was
'
Sioux City, Iowa, Feb. 9. A broken propriation as extravagant.
civil
service exaininatou.
out
cents
65
The call for the meeting had been
a
blow which Mr. Bonfils struck Mr.
now
are
"We
spending
Min
St'.
Paul,
rail wrecked Chicago,
Employes of the Panama railroad O'Donnell on the
signed by about 1,000 of the leading
dollar raised by the federal
of
every
jaw. O'Donnell then
2
No.
at
Omaha
train
and
neapolis
may be transferred to the canal staff drew a revolver from bis coat
or
which
blinkers, merchants and ship owners
wars,
for
past
government
pocket
Bigelow, Minn, today. One passenand attempted to lire it at BonfiiS,
of all political creeds. The purpose
think or pretend to think, are In with examination.
we
None
14
and
was
killed
injured.
ger
was t assure the government that
who succeeded in catching hold of his
declared.
of the injured is believed to be fa the future," he
his
the citizens of London would cordially
coat sleeve and preventSutherland
challenged
Senator
antagonists's
one
cars
All
the
except
tally hurt.
OATiiEil QUIT THAN
support it in any measure necessary and the
ing the discharge of the revolver.
figures, vj;."
left the track. The
engine
to insure the supremacy of the navy
Delaney, looking back, saw the asSenator Ashurst retorted there were
equipment undoubtedly saved
and the security of British commerce.
In the counS11Z1T
sault and hastened to his employer's
for
tonly"
profit
"patriots
lives.
Those present at the meeting repre- many
assistance. He jammed a finger betry who "filled the country with
had artween the triKger of the revolver and
sented several billions of capital.
because
war"
of
they
alarms
TO
BANKER
OBJECTS
MICHIGAN
Over
Turned
Train
Whole
It3 shield, precluding the possibility
sell."
to
or
mor
powder
DEplate
STATUTE REQUIRING
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 9. The wreck
of the gun's discharge.
chairman of
He finally
Chamberlain,
Senator
GUARANTEED
POSITS
of the "Omaha Twin City limited" pas
wrenched the weapon from O'Domieil
pleaded for a
committee,
the
military
St.
Paul,
senger train on the Chicago,
and returned it to Canton O'Donnell,
most efficient army as the method of
WOLF IS KILLED
Winona, Mich... Feb. 9: 'We wish a
Minneapolis and Omaha railroad near
'
son. The paHy-the- n
divided. An
keeping peace.
to close up the Wnoiia Savings bank
Bigelow. Minn., today was caused by
of
I am out
place before the legislature puts us all in hour later Bonfils swore to a comthink
"I
'don't
.broken rail, accoratng to a state
in saying that the situation now con- the pen, therefore we wish all depos- plaint charging O'Donnell with assault
IN KANSAS CITY ament
given out at the offices of the
fronting the country is a delicate one," itors to come and draw their money. with' intent to kill. , O'Donnell de
road's general superintendent.
he added. "I hope we never will We wish all parties owing us to come clares5 he drew his revolver in self
"
The
train, with' the excepdefense, Snd that he bad been warned
have
trouble, but we ought to be forward and pay m immediately."
BRUTE
THE
BITES SEVERAL tion of the locomotive, turned over on
if it ever comes."
trouble
tljat Bonfils "went armed."
for
all
to
prepared
sent
was
Thisnotice
today
PEOPLE BEFORE BEING PUT
its side. Sleeping passengers had nc
'The clash grew out of the bitter
Pur-nelTO DEATH
depositors of the bank by J. C.
chance to prepare for the shock.
campaign
involving the water supply
The
Michigan
the president.
Rescue parties were formed by' the VILLA
of Denver, which, wiil end with a
a
consideration
has
under
half
9.
A
Feb.
Kansas City,
legislature
large
train crew and uninjured passengers.
election February 17. O'Donbank bill one of the features is the special
starved grey wolf, after biting two They succeeded in dragging; many
nell
Bonfils oppose"' each other
and
guarantee of deposits. In a state- in this
ALL
persons, frightening a. score of others from the overturned train.
campaign.
ment Mr. Purnell said heretofore his
and spreading consternation through a
word was all that was necessary to
staid and fashionable South side resiREBEL GENERAL SAYS HE WILL insure confidence in the bank and
dence district, was shot and ldlled on
'
ELECTION EY TELEGRAPH
COMPLY WITH UNITED
that he would quit business before
l.inwood boulevard here today.
P
Vt ! I t
in i
law.
REQUEST
the
to
STATES'
The wolf sprang upon Miss Anna
proposed
submitting
TODAY IN CONGRESS..
-or
in
crisis
huti
tbt,
indufn, V
Harrison as she waited for a street M
members of the epciiuvi rnv
car. The wolf ran down the boulevard
Washington, Feb. 9 Indirect assur
or the rated Stptes f
r nij
!
iLL
ances have been received at the White
pursued by a milk man, who hurled
y
t
an
of
up
organization
the
of
Feb.
Villa
ioti
pro
ran.
Mt
blocks
Two
from
General
bottles as he
House from
Washington,
Bl
.r t
j
Jit
of all t'i
tatives
ir
Qf
of
Repretreatment
foreigners.
the scene of the first attack the wolf at noon.
per
iiip
nies from Ci1 forma to
, i
of .constitutional sentations by American consular offi
Consideration
snapped at a negro domestic, causing
sorted to the nmel met no 1 cf
a painful wound in ttie arm. A num amendment for woman suffrage de cers on the necessity of extending to
; i
a prwyial election by telcwa-nber of grocery boys, business men and ferred.
Spaniards, as well as to all foreign PRESIDENT HOPES TO BE ABLE
successor
to
BY FIRST
a
met
MEMBERS
NAME
TO
committee
continued
have
servants from boulevard homes Joined
naming
Immigration
subjects, equal protection,
5,1 F j I
n d
OF MARCH
ard, Tiling su
the chase. A riot call was sent into work on the Burnett bill, containing with compliance.
n.
t
two
airo
it
weeks
ir.
Cisco
Generall
Villa,
test
and
automobiles
time
a
At the Bame
police headquarters
literacy
House: Met at noon.
Washington, Frt. y. The personnel fintionHl trial of
with half a dozen patrolmen hurried
Is understood, will not be disposed to
.1
a
to the scene.
Governor Clynu and other New York isnora active participation by foreign of the federal reserve board to control ' Hi i1)
(1 I'S
e
i
The wolf had run 15 blocks and at- officials asked the foreign affairs
ers in the cause of General Huerta, the new currency system probably cha i!
t
will be made known bv March 1. Prea- - H It. V.
to permit New York to regulate but will extend to any foreign combat
tacked another pedestrian, Samuel J.
1
t
turn
i
a
cm
In
trial.
of
nt
of
r
beu'
a
water
river
a
Niagara
the
b
diversion
ri;;ht
the
Harden,
ants, however,
deputy county collector,
1
fore T. W. Wright, policeman, ended for power.
the main, the administration is dif on a r i cf n n.
l, I i i
var-cu- s
ih
n
Genet
continud
before
as
the chase by sending a bullet Into the
to
satisfactory
Trust hearing
regard
posed
r
V o mi! '
til Villa's assurances.
animal's head. The police pronounced
committees.
v t
i
t
r
rn
Raker
amioniicftd
r
hi;'
i
a
fine
of
"kill"
the grey
the
Representative
specuiien
t1
tr
rt m f
Mexico- Has. Friends in Berlin
ri
wolf, but were at a loss how it found Intention to push his Asiatic exclusion
1 t
n
tin mm
its way into the heart "f the city.
bill.
luirliu, Feb. 9. An Interpolation a 'iiscu
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CHABGEDWITI1 CBI5SE
HEAD OF MEMPHIS INSTITUTION
SAID TO HAVE MISAPPROPRIATED FUNDS
H.
Memphis; Tenn., Feb. 9. C.
Ralne, president of the Mercantile
bank; one of the; leading financial
of the city, was charged
wth embezzlement in a warrant
swbrn out today by Z...N. Estes, county attorney. The accounts of the
bank, which is a state institution,
are alleged to be short between $00,- 000 and $1,000,000.
Ten directors of. the Mercantile
important of
bank.epfjhntost
the financial institutions In the city,
today filed a petition in chancery
court charging that the bank was insolvent as the result of,, the alleged
misappropriation of more than $750,C.
who,
Hunter Raine, president,
000 by
it la charged, had obtained "by a sys-terof handling the bank's drafts,
property and exchange in such a way
as to deceive the directors and. to
conceal hia manipulations " the total
amount of which, it was alleged, he
lost in speculation.
G. C. Button, state superintendent
of banking, arrived here today from
Nashville and was appointed receiver
for the bank, in accordance with a
chancery bill filed by attorneys
the .banks' directors. Investigation of the condition of the
bank's resources was started immediately.
There was little excitement evident
In financial circles. J, C. Ottinger,
president of the Memphis Clearing
House association issued a statement
declaring none of the members of the
association was affected by the failure of the Mercantile bank.
The warrant was served on Mr.
Ralne at his home. He was taken
before Criminal Judge Palmer, where
he pleaded guilty. Despite his pro
test that he wanted no bond fixed,
Judge Palmer placed the amount at
$250,000,. but Mr. Ralne declared he
would make no effort to get the security, and accompanied a deputy
sheriff to the county jaih
,
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FORMER STARS OF THE DIAMOND
;
SIGN UP FOR FAST COM- PANY ONCE MORE

New Yc(rk, Feb. 9. A big bunch oi
Amoy, China. Feb. 9. With the deSanta Fe, N. M., Fob. 9. A standard
west- pJayers are to return to the big
civilization
along
of
of
velopment
course of study in the high schools
n
league clubs this spring after sojournTCew Mexico was adopted Saturday ern lines the isolated provinceof
for a time in the minor organize
ing
important
Is
folundergoing
rapidly
by the Btate board of education,
soon be imagined tions. One of the most notable "come
It
may
on
changes.
the
made
subject
lowing a report
that a chunk has been taken out of backs" this year is Pitcher Harry
by a committee consisting of Miss
New
England or some other farming Covaleskie. When he pitched with the
H.
Roll
H.
Dr.
F.
Mannette A. Myers,
and laid Philadelphia Nationals a few years
ers and Professor B. tu Enloe. This region of the United States
are
Increas- ago Covaleskie was a terror to the
there
for
in
China
down
committee recommended that the
once
fields
wholly batsmen, especially the heavy artilcourse consist of the requirements for ing evidences that
turned lery of the New York Gianta. At that
will
be
to
devoted
the
poppy
graduation adopted at the Albuquer-qu- t
time the Giants were able to make
over ta potatoes, and eorn.
half
of
addition
with
the
meeting
about all of the National pitchers
on
down
foot
its
has
put
a unit in history, half & unit in sci- Progress
back up, with the exception of the
China
of
Outside
- and one- - the opium business.
civicIn
one-haa unite
ence,
few persons who Pole in the Philadelphia uniform. Covhalf a unit in industrial! education, there are probably
blow this action aleskie beat the McGraw clan so easa
realize
how
great
bringing the total required units for
means
at
of sustenance to ily and so often that he was dubbed
a
dealt
has
graduation to 11, out of 15 necessary
whose resources were al- the "Giant Killer." Last season he
a
province
for graduation.
to maintain its crowd starred with the Chattanooga team oi
The 11 required units are as follows: ready overtaxed
has always the Southern league, and npw he is
ed
Opium
population.
'(English S; foreign language 2; mathemarkets to return to tho big show as a mema
local
in
good
price
brought
Vt
science
matics 2; history
source
of the ber oil the Detroit Tigers.
an
formed
and
Important
and industrial education
eivics
wonder
A number of other prtchers are
revenue.
small
is
farmer's
It
Total 11 units.
to reenter the big arena
scheduled
have
the
that
drag
campaigns against
The required number of units for
While these elabsters
mot
armed
resistance.
this
with
spring.
numgraduation shall be 15, in whlhc
lack the reputation of a Covaleskie to
club,
ber physical training, chorus, glee
Sporadic and reckless destruction of back them up, they all look good
and orchestra work snal not be countfull
grown crops came, last year with enough for one or more feeds at a
five
work
of
represents
ed. A unit
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ed from Indianapolis by the Yankees
have either on it or with it a copy of liver. To get rid of it quicklytorpid
take
the credits of the pupil to whom It 1b HERBINE.
It is a marvelous liver three years ago, but broke his leg
stimulant and bowel purifier. Price early in the season and was out of
issued.
50c. Sold by Central
Drug Co. Adv. the game Mr a year.
Catcher "Hickory" Johnson, formerA FALSE STANDARD OF CULTURE
WISCONSIN ROAD SCHOOL
of the. St. Louis Cardinals, is slatly
has gained ground in this century
Madison, Wis., Feb. 9. The third ed for an
opportunity to show his
which looks upon the bearing and rear- annual road school, conducted under
wares to Manager McGraw of the
ing of children as something coarse the auspices of the Wisconsin Highwas strong with
and vulgar and to be avoided, but the way commission opened in this city Giants. "Hickory"
in the Western league last seathe
bat
advent of Eugenics means much for today and will be conducted until Pat-ison, being the leading
the nioiherhood of the race. Happy Is
'"ay. The p?';'t:ram for the meeting
of the league.
the wife, who, though weak and ailing, has been especially arranged to nrnt walloper
a:
w..
Pinkhnm's he pra-.t'.'depends upon Lvca
rroblems whi;i
Ye '( lablo 0 impound to restore her to themselves to the county highway
To Cure a Cold tn One Day
hf n i( ulac f s nud back-i5'1 'i
commissioner and foreman. In con- Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
are a tliroar of this past, brave nection with the meeting there Is an Tablets. Druggists refund money If
r r ili
I
.
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigVint up and elaborate exhibition of
.1
s
lib
viv
lu.'w liniery.
nature is on each box. 25c. Adv.
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Birthplace at Morley.
followed the close of the Crimean
war, he indulged in an interesting
reminiscence.
"I remember well, he said, "carry
ing a small flag bearing a pacific
inscription amongst the Sunday school
children of the town."
This shows that Mr. Asqulth'i
.
memory of Morley must be very
tenacious, for he could have been
only four years, or less, at the time.
Ha was then a member of the Sun
day school of Rehoboth Congregation
al chapel, now St Mary's Congrega.
tional church, once & Roman Cath
olic church.
The town is an important center ol
the woolen Industry. But there ar
other trades by which Morley thrives
and the clatter of the clogs of girl
is to bo heard in lti
steep streets- morning and evening;
grimy-face- d
colliers, always laughing
and joking, as If they did not follow
the most perilous of occupations, gc
to and fro between their homes and
weavers, whe
the pits, and
work at the cloth mills, look as 11
each one had stepped out of the pagei
of "Silas Maraer."
There is said to be no one In Morley now who remembers Mr. Asqulth
as a boy, and it is very probable.
Mr. Asqulth'

.
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We have on. display the following merchandise

Morley In Yorkshire, England, Now an
Important Manufacturing and Mining Town of 30,000 Croft
House Located There.
London. In a small
house. In a little town of 5,000 inhabitants, waB born in September, 1852,
the man who now leads the govern
ment controlling the biggest and richest empire this world has ever known.
Today the little place, Morley In
Yorkshire, England, has grown to be
an important manufacturing and min
ing town of 30,000 inhabitants. The
birthplace of Rt. Rev. Hon. Mr. As- qulth, Croft House, is still in a good
state" of preservation, standing now
as it has for nearly a century at
least in its own grounds. Unassuming, and not at all pretentious, nor
but real
remarkable for anything,
homeliness and comfort, the house
forms a by no means unfitting monument to the man born In It, who has
arrived at great position.
Yorkshiremen are not given to be
Httllng the succesa of their fellows,
nor Indeed to making little of anything that might add to the glory oi
the county. In order that the world
might not forget that it owed Mr. Asqulth to Yorkshire he left there a
seven years of age and to remind
Mr. Asqulth that Mb county was proud
of him, a greal celebration In his
honor was held there recently.
On this occasion the prime minis
ter was made one of the four free
men of the borough, an honor which
he deeply appreciated.
Mr. Asqulth has never forgotten
the little town in the West Riding
Once, when he was referring in a
speech to the peace rejoicing that

IE! SWG

081138 8?

Humble Birthplace of the Power
ful British Premier.
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LEAGUES

ANCIENT PROVINCE OF FUKIEN
SHOWS EFFECTS OF CIVILIZATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION
STATE
ADOPTS REPORT OF ITS
COMMITTEE

FEBRUARY

MANY COMEBACKS ASDUlTirSOLDHOi.lE

WAKENING

SCHOOLS

MONDAY,

which shows the styles that will be worn this

season
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Wooltex Suits and Coats
Beautiful Silk and Silk Crepe Dress Patterns
Shadow Lack and Chiffon Waists
Novelty Trimming Silks
Cotton Crepes
Gage Hats
Rufflings
We are showing only exclusive styles and patterns and
would he pleased to have you look over our lines before

purchasing elsewhere.
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S. J. TltDEN CENTENARY
New York, Feb. 9. The centenary
of the birth of Samuel J. Tilden, the
widely known democratic politician
and candidate for president of the
United States in 1876, was celebrated
in this city today with exercises under
the auspices of the Samuel J. Tilden
democratic club. Mr. Tilden wa's born
100 years ago today in tne town of
New Lebanon," Columbia county, New
York. After graduating from the College of the City of New York he was
admitted to the bar ana soon became
one of the leaders of the legal profession in this city. He served as a member of the New York general assembly
and as governor of New York and was
instrumental in bringing about the
fall of "Boss" Tweed and his follower. He was nominated for president
on the democratic ticket In 1ST6 and
at the election in November of that
year received a plurality of the popular vote. The electoral vote of several of the states was contested snd
congress appointed an electoral commission to settle the dispute. The
electoral commission was composed
of eight republicans and seven democrats. Its decision favored Rutherford B. Hayes, the republican; candidate, who was given 185 electoral
votes as against 184 for Mr. Tilden:

La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate
Some victims of la grippe never fully recover the health of the lungs, and
persistent coughing is weakening. The
quick action of Foley's Honey and Tar
makes it valuable In severe la grippe
coughs. P. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind.,
writes: "La grippe left me with a se-

vere cough that Foley's Honey and
Tar cured, and I am back to my normal weight." O. Q. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

DEMOCRAT EXPECTED TO WIN
Davenport, la., Feb. 9. Much interest Is manifested in the special election to be held in the second congressional district of Iowa tomorrow to
fill the vacancy caused by the death
of Representative !. S. Pepper. It la

generally predictel that Henry Voll-mathe democratic nominee, will win
by a large majority. W. E. Hayes of
Clinton was selected as the republican
nominee, but he declined to accept
the nomination. His withdrawal left
Charles P. Hanley of Muncatine, the
nominee of the progressive party, the
only candidate to oppose Mv. Vollmar.
As the district has been heavily democratic in the elections of the past
past few years it is predicted that Mr.
Vollmar will be elected by a large
majority.

and other elective city officials to
four years, holding the elections in
the spring to keep them free from
state and national campaigns; and
the choice of officials by means of the
preferential ballot. The
charter also gives the people the power of recall In case any of the officials
fail to deliver satisfactory service.
n

TRIAL OF GORE)SUIT
Oklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 9 The
$50,000 suit brought by Mrs. Minnie
E. Bond against United States Senator
Thomas P. Gore, "the blind man eloquent," is docketed to come up for
trial in the district court here this
week.
Few cases in the annals of
the Oklahoma courts have attracted
more
attention than has this suit.
Mrs. Bond alleges defamation of character through an, attack she alleged

ON ONE

VINE

Old Virginia Man Grows Potatoes and
Tomatoes From the Same

Plant
Martinsburg, W. Va. George Snive-ly- ,
seventy-tw- o
years old, a horticulturist of Shady Grove, has duplicated
a feat he accomplished when he was
a boy of fourteen, considerably before
the time of Luther Burbank, the
"plant wizard."
Snively has been successful in graft
lng a tomato stalk on a potato vine
and having the plant reproduce itself.
This feat, according to horticulturists,
never before has been accomplished.
When fourteen years old, Snively, Id
making experiments with the tomato
grafting them together and having
the plant produce both tomatoes and
potatoes. He, however, was nevei
t
able to perfect his method. For
years he has toiled patiently in
an effort to create a new plant that
would produce tomatoes on the vine
above ground and potatoes on the
roots below the Boil.
But the old horticulturist at last has
achieved success. On bis big farm in
Shady Grove can be seen several ol
the hybrid tomato-potatplants.
Snively said there is no question as
to the success of hia experiments. He
says that he has so far perfected his
system of grafting the two plants as
to make it certain both vegetables ultimately will be raised on one plant
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BUYING TO SAVE MONEY

Buying Foley's Honey and Tar Compound saves money because Just a
few doses stops the cough and cold
and one bottle lasts a long time. It
quickly heals raw and Inflamed surfaces, stops tickling
throat, harsh,
rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

DETROIT

TO VOTE ON CHARTER

Detroit, Feb. 9.- - A special election will bo held here tomorrow for
the purpose of determining whether
the new charter drawn up for the city
of Detroit, shall be adopted. The new
charter is designed to bring to the
city the first fruits of municipal home
ruie. It provides for,1 the lengthening
of the terms of. office of tho mayor
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Senator Gore made on her in Washington last March., In depositions
made before a justice recently, Mrs.
Bond gave the testimony which forms
the basis of her action. She testified
that she went to Washington last
March, taking the references of her
husband, Julian R. Bond, who was an
applicant for the office of internal
revenue collector for the Oklahoma
district. Her suit arises from alleged
occurrences connected with the interviews with Senator uore over the appointment It is understood that Senator Gore will put in a vorous defense to the charges made against
him and will endeavor to show that
the whole affair is a plot hatched by
his political enemies to prevent his
to the senate.
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"POPE'S

DICE"

IS MORE LIKE
WORK
THE NEW FURLANA STRENUOUS
WHEN COMPARED TO THE
TANGO

It never falls. Just when you're
beginning to get used to one thing it
is discarded and something new takes
its place. "It" may be understood as
referring either to men's hats, women's skirts or dances. For present
purposes let ub consider the last Item
.named, and, In particular, the tago.
Perhaps you have been taking lessons and have just reached! the point
where you are certain that hundreds
of eyes are following you around the
Toom with yearning and envy; and
mayhap you are flattering yourself
that you need no longer watch your
steps and can discuss extraneous matters with your partner in a manner
exceedingly nonchalant. Then, first
crack out of the bo, some misguided
bonehead ambles along and offhandedly acquets you with the fact that
"they" are ndt dancing the tango
any more, that it is "old stuff;" in
Bhort, that the "innovation" is now
,
the thing.
At the" present moment, however,
the novelty which Is beginning to be
discussed in New York as a possible
sucessor of the tango is not a Castle
Invention, but the revivaf of an old
Venetian dance called the Furlana.
A Paria dispatch of a week ago declared on 'the authority of Le Temps
that the Furlana was suggested by
none other than Pope Pius X, who
gave a private audience to a certain
prince and princess in order that he
might see them dance the tango and
judge from their performance whether
or not weight should be given to objections to it on moral grounds.' Far
from finding the tango improper, however, the pope is said to have remarked, "Well, my children, you don't seem
, to get much fun out of it.
It is a sad
and gloomy dance." Thereupon the
pontiff according to the story asked
the young people why they did not
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dance the Furlana which he had often
seen in his younger days; it was so
"elegant, merry and graceful." And
he arose ' and indicated the movements with gestures, greatly to the
delight of his pupils, who, presumably,
went forth at once through the highways and byways of Rome and spread
the glad tidings. Old records of Vien-n- a
were uprooted and mulled over
and dancing" academies in Rome and
then In Paris posted themselves
against the rush of the dance mad.
Whatever truth there may be in the
Vatican story it has since been
branded as a picturesque bit of French
imagination the Furlana seems to be
real enough, and as long aa it lasta,
if indeed, it becomes popular at all,
it will be .known as "the pope's
dance." So much for successful press
agent work. The roof gardens along
Broadway have taken It up and In
several places placards announce It as
having been approved by the pope.
' The Furlana is danced by the Italfan
peasants at the present day. In one
theater it was introduced as a dlvei'-sioof Venetian gondoliers. Fancy
dress seema better adapted to it than
the ordinary ball' room costume, and
many say that it is better fun to
watch it than to do it. Partners are
at arms length most of the time and,
except In one or two' figures, the position of the girl's hands and her
are the same as tfiose of the
with hfi. In
man who h cvi-nother words, both do the leading,
which feature has suggested to certain woman suffrage enthusiasts that
it Is an "equal rights dance, and
therefore should take like wildfire.
The dancers facet each other at some
distance during the first figure and,
judging from the description of the
Furlana, there are many quick little
steps, posing of arms and snapping of
fingers a bit of the tarantella and a
bit of Scotch reel, perhaps. In the
second figure they advance and meet
and, still face to face, jin hands
criss-cros- s
fashion; in the third posi
tion they are side by side; in the
fourtn the man's left hand rests lightly on the girl's waist, the only concession to the convention al form. Then
there are a lot of rapid spins and
turns which might be said to take the
place of the dips in the tango.
The time of the Furlana is fast and
furious and leaves even professional
dancers panting. If you go to "LaGio-conda- "
in Convention hall next week
see in the first act a group
will
you
of peasants footing a brisk measure
in a public square. That is the Furlana. One critic says that it Is well
adapted for sturdy peasants and fr'
the hopelessly young. The majority
of staid elders who are gasping their
way through the tango steps,' and
whose most violent exercise is the ex
ertion attendant upon getting in and
out of their motor cars, will find the
new dance pretty rough, if not utterly beyond them. Many dancing
masters doubt very much whether it
will become popular in ball rooms,
saying that it is too much like exer
cise, requires an extra large amount
nf floor soace and. above all. that
fashionably tight skirts are absolutely
out of the question. So there you
are. Go to it!
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SANTA FE OFFICIALS FORMALLY
BY THE DISACCUSED
TRICT ATTORNEY

perfect leavening and raising

in

qualities,

Santa Fe, Feb. 9. As a result of
the charges contained in the recent
report made by Traveling Auditor
Howell Earnest to Governor McDonald, alleging that the county commissioner of Santa Fe county had been
guilty of irregularities in the management of the county business, District" Attorney Alexander Read has
made a presentation or accusation
against all the members of the board.
The county commissioners are accused of illegally transferring funds;
of failing to publish proceedings of
their meetings; of making Illegal tax
levies, and of apparently padding the
assessment returns. ,
Because of the near approach of the
March term of court, District Judge
B. C. Abbott! did not set a date for a
hearing in chambers, as in any event
the case must go before a jury. If
the officials should be found guilty
they would be suspended pending an
appeal, and Governor McDonald would
appoint their successors.
The charges of tie traveling auditor,
like those he made in San Miguel and
Eddy counties,' will be investigated.
In ' the two counties mentioned the
charges were declared unfounded by
grand' Juries.
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tlmn other baking powders
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WILL NOT SEE
THE KING
GEORGE OF ENGLAND'S PRESENTATION LISTS ARE DECLARED
'
FILLED

The gates are clos
London, Feb.
ed against any morw applicants for
9.

presentations to their majesties at
Buckingham Palace this year. The
lord chamberlain has announced that
the lists are full, which will doubtless
mean a lot of disappointed social debutantes from America in London this
season.
Four courts are ordinarily held each
year, two early in February just after
the opening of parliament and two in
late May or early June. Last year,
owing to the large number entitled to
presentation, a fifth was held, but at
such great inconvenience that it is
hoped to avoid a repetition this year.
To these courts all the official and
diplomatic world receive the command
to attend and English ladies, who
themselves have been presented have
the privilege of asking for a command
for some debutatne friend.
Formerly these commands could be
asked for for a lady not a British subject and in this way many Ameribans
were presented by English friends.
During King Edward's retgn, however,
it was decided that all foreign ladies
should be presented through their
embassies. As the embassies have only four Invitations, outside the diplo
matic circle, to whrch only ladies of
the embassies and legations and their
near relatives are admitted, it is easy
.o realize the demand that has been
made on the embassies for the privil
ege j of being presented. Strictly
speaking the four extra Invitations
are personal to the ambassador or
minister, but In some cases requests
for presentations have been made
through the authorities of the country
which the ambassador represents.
This question ipf distributing the
..four invitations is one of the most
trying that the socral secretary or an
embassy has to deal with. He receives
hundreds of requests, all or mostly all
from people of equal merit, and must
make an early selection. The rejected are 'his sworn enemies thereafter.
However, this year he uan point to the
lord chamberlain's notification' that the
lists are full.
;

The romantic career of the Coats
the thread millionaires, has
been running to its end with the death
of no fewer than five members during
the past few years. Each member has
left a large fortune through which the
British exchequer haa been enriched
by a total of some $6,000,000.
The death of James Coats in March,
t912 left a fortune of nearly $10,000,-00- 0
without any provisions for its disposition; six months later Archibald
Coats passed away leaving a sum of
nearly $7,000,000; in January 1913 Sir
James Coats; died leaving nearly $9,- 000,000 and a few weeks later P. M.
Coats, a son of Sir James, died leaving $1,000,000. The fifth death which
was that of Peter Coats in September
last left another fortune of $12,000,000,
making the total fortune of the deceased over $40,000,000. None of the
Coats left anything to charity but dur
ing their lifetime they had been generous givers.
family,
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OUR

CEBEMONIES

FOR

CORONATION

PLANNED
NEW EMPEROR OF JAPAN WILL
TAKE THE THRONE IN SCENE
OF SPLENDOR
Tokio, Feb. 9.Wtth the appointment of a coronation commission,
plans are now well under way for the
"grandest ceremony In the history of
Japan" next autumn when the Emperor of Yoshlhito will be crowned
ruler of the Japanese empire. The date
has been tentatively fixed for the earThe festivities
ly .part of November.
which will be under thu general supervision of Prince Fushimi as chief of
the coronation committee, will continue over several days, Including the
Daishosai or feast, after the corona
tion rites have been gbserved.
The scene of the ceremonies will
be in the sacred, ancestral halls of the
shishenden, located In the compound
of the former imperial palace of Kioto,
the ancient capital of the empire.
with the coronation a big nav
al review will be held either in Osaka
Bay, off Kobe, or in Tokio Bay, near
Yokohama. The city of Kioto will also open an Industrial exhibition to continue for a month.
In view of the large number of visitors expected measures are being
considered for improvement of the
sanitary conditions of Kioto, including
widening of the streets, and reconstruction of hotel accommodations.
hTe municipality will set an example
by building a large hotel to accommodate foreigners. The police arrangements will also be emended.
A military ball will probably
be
held in Tokio in connection with the
ceremonies. The whole Japanese people are looking forward to the November festivities, expecting that they
will inaugurate an era of good business,

i,

Is doubtful that any foreign coun
"PAPE'S DIAPCPSIN" ENDS STOM. tries will dispatch special envoys to
ACH MISERY, INDIGESTION
the coronation, since the accommoda
IN 5 MINUTES
tions for official guests at Kioto will
be limited, 'but the representatives of
If what you just ate Is souring on the
powers regularly accredited to
your stomach or lies like a lump of Japan will attend.
lead, refusing, to digest, or you belch
gas and eructate Bour, undigested
The emperor's popumrity has recentfood, or have a feeling of dizziness,
ly been attested by some thirty thouheartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste sand
poems written by his subjects
in mouth and stomach headache, yon
and dedicated to his majesty. It was
can get blessed relief in five minutes
one of the features of the New Year
Ask your pharmacist to show you
the contest being regardcelebration,
the formula, plainly printed on these
ed as a medium through which the emfifty-cen- t
cases of Pape's Diapepsin
learn the needs of his
then you will understand why dys peror might
people.
peptic troubles of all kinds must go,
This is how the competition was
and why they relieve sour,
under the auspices of the
conducted,
stomachs or Indigestion In five miu

Rain or shine Quaen Mary must
have her umbrella, the habit being
so confirmed that she often feels lost
without it indoors.
This peculiarity
has become conspicuous through the
recent incident at Norwich where the
queen insisted upon carrying her um
brella through a museum whose rules
forbid the taking of walking sticks or
umbrellas into the picture galleries.
The queen has not been altogether
exempt from criticism for her refusal
to do as other people do in this respect. The socialist papers seized up
on the incident and even in more con
servative quarters the queen's conduct
is questioned.
The Daily Sketch
asks why Queen Mary, "who Is usually so willing to adapt herself to circumstances", would not temporarily
dispense with her umbrella when she
visited the Norwich museum. She was
willing, the paper points out, to dispense with bouquets and red carpets,

utes. "Pape's Diapepsin" Is harmless;
tastes like candy, though each dose
will digest and prepare for assimilation into the blood all the food you
eat; besides, it makes you go to the
table with a healthy appetite; but,
what will please you most, is that you
will feel that your stomach and intestines are clean and fresh, and you will
not need to resort to laxatives or liver
pills for biliousness or constipation.
This city will have many "Pape's
Diapepsin" cranks, as some peopla
will call them, but you will be enthusiastic about this splendid stomach
preparation, too, if you ever take it
for indigestion, gases, heartburn, sourness, dyspepsia, or any stomach misery.
Get some now, this minute, and rid
yourself of stomach troubla and indigestion in five minutes. Adv.
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A scald, burn, or severe cut heals
slowly if neglected. The family that
keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT on hand is always prepared for such accidents. Price 25c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

No Time Should be Lost In
Purifying Your Blood.

NEW COLLEGE PRESIDENT
Baltimore, Md., Feb. 9. In the presence of a large assembly of educators
from various parts of the United
States, Dr. Wiliam Wesley Guth today
received the keys and charter of
Goucher College, and by his accept-

ance of those symbols became the
of that well known MethoAt the first anncarancc of rjlmnlea and president
bolla the blood should he given a good dist Episcopal Institution of learning.
searching Internal bath with S. S. S. the The exercises of Dr. Guth's induction
greatest blood purifier known to man.
of the college
This remarkable remedy has the peculiar into the president
action of soaking through the intcstinea were
most
the
character
of
dignified
directly into the blood. In a few minutes
Its Influence Is at work in every artery, andi were impressive In their simplicvein and tiny capillary. Every membrane,
ity. In the forenoon, preceding thp
every organ of the body, every emunctory
becomes in effect a filter to strain the installation ceremonies, exercises were
blood of Impurities.
The stimulating propcelebration of the twenty-fifterties of S. 8. S. compel the skin, liver, held in
bowels, kidneys, bladder, to all work to anniversary of the founding of the colthe one end of casting out every IrriThe exercises were presidt'l
atom
of lege.
tating, every
It dislodges by Irrigation all over by Bishop Earl Cranston.
poison;

After eight years work the biggest
dry dock in Japan has been completed
at the Maidzuru naval station on the
western coast. The dock will accommodate warships up to 35,000 tons displacement and be an important addition to Japanese naval facilities.
Don't You Bllevo It
Some say that chronic constipation
cannot be cured. Don't you believe it

Chamberlain's Tablets have cured
other why not you? Give them a
trial. They cost only a quarter. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
LABOR BODIES IN POLITICS

-

That's Foley's Honey grid Tar Cotn-- 1
pound. H has the confidmice of your
dniegist, who knows it will elv voti
satisfaction. W. W. Nessrolth. fitatos-borFoV- Ga.. eavsr "I have
Hone? and Tar Compound In my family and have sold it In my store and
it never fnils to rum" Ti.')m a s'Hi.
stitute, O. G. Sfhat,rer and Red Cross
Drag Store.Ady,

Colds, constipations nnd headacT"
are three common sfllotlnns nnd tp
lieving the constipation helps th
Up
pnid and stons the headache.
Foiev Cathartic Tablets hwsme th
.
thor'wh'-clpfinsina'are very TwmTt and
with ftbo!no1v no iiti-lfo'
pnt efforts. A w'hnlf bottle
2!i epnts. O. G Pohaefer and Red Cros
Drug Store. Adv.

Safe for Babies, Effactlva for
I

emperor himself: Tue poems were
sent to the department of household
which first saw to the disinfection of
the manuscripts. This precaution
having been taken, the verses were
packed in bundles and passed on to
the poetry bureau. Recording officials
made copies and had them bound in
three hundred volumes, each volume
containing one hundred poems. The
selection committee reviewed this
great stack of books, and selected two
hundred of the best efforts, and these
were again copied for an edition de
luxe. To make the final selection fair,
the names of the composers were
omitted. After careful perusal of the
selected gema the authors of the best
verBes were invited to read them in
the presence of his majesty on the
day of the imperial poetry party.

Oklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 9. A
series of conferences was announced
hfre today by the railroad bro'hor- htods and officials of the Olihoma
state federation cf labor to determine
vlat attitude organized labor shaH
take in the approaching state campaign. It is probable an effor will be
for he h e-made to pledge candid ,
Mature to support thu full crew bill,
workthe bill providing an eigh'-b'Umeasures
other
and
ii
for
women,
day
which the working classes are especially interested.

g

Grown-

o.

"

.TKR2I

It.

.

accumulations In the joints, causes acid
accretions to dissolve, renders them neutral and scatters those peculiar formations In the skin that cause bolia and)
other skin eruptions.
The Best Cough Medicine
s
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough Is And best of all, this rmarfcai!n remedy
welcome to the weakest stomach.
n
Remedy ever since I have been keep- very brief time S. S. S. has the recon-a
Marof
L.
C
Hames,
Bays
house,"
ing
structive process so under control that ail
bury, Ala. "I consider it one of the eruptive places heal.
Yon can get 8. 8. S. at any drn; store.
best remedies I ever used. My chil
Beware of any effort to sell you sometiiing
dren have all taken it and it works claimed
to be "just as Rood."
If yours is
like a charm. For colds, and whoop-iti- a peculiar
case and you oV'sire expert
cough it is excellent" For sale
write to the Swift Kyecific Co., 212
Swift BHlg., AtlauU, Cau
by all dealers. Adv.
g

with bows and speechmaking, since she
tried to keep her identify a secret,
but the bishop of Norwich who accompanied her had to disclose her Identity
ia order that she could avoid the rule
Of parting with her umbrella and obtain the royal prerogative of walking
through the museum fully equipped
for the possibility of the blowing off
of the roof coinciding with a heavy
shower."
No matter what tne occasion, unless it be some very formal official
ceremony, the queen Invariably carries a neatly folded umbrella, despite
the fact that she always drives in a
covered carriage and whenever she
stops anywhere a canopy is provided.
Princess Mary has the same umbrella
habit as her mother. Queen Victoria
likewise was always seen with a parasol or umbrella, but she always had
hers open, and it was said that it was
lined with chain mail to ward off
attempts on her life by bomb throwers.

MANY AMERICANS
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LOW GRADE COPPER CARBONATE ORES

Persons interested in the mining
and metallurgy of the low grade deposits of copper carbonate ores occurring
in. the Triaasic sandstones In various
parts of New Mexico will be glad to
learn that certain, experiments by
leaching, conducted at Denver, foreshadow successful results in the ex
traction of the copper content of such
ores. These experiments are being
carried out on Nevada-Dougla- s
ores
with extremely favorable results. The
copper produced compares favorably
with the ,best electrolytic copper. Coet
of production will not exceed 10 cents
per pound, including mining, crushing,
leaching, and the necessary Bulphuric
acid. It is believed that the introduc
tion of sulphur dioxitfe into the lix- iviant, resulting In deoxidation of the
ferric salts, would materially add to
the efficiency of the process of extraction.
New Mexico possesses a number of
extensive deposits of copper carbonate
occurring in the Trlassic sandstones
and most of these ores are ideal for
leaching. iSuxh deposits of copper carbonate exist at Laa Vegas, in the
Nacimiento ristrict, Zuni mountains,
in the Manzano and Oficura ranges
and in some other localities.
These deposits evidently possess
merit and ought to re treated at a
profit with copper at fifteen cents per
pound. The New Mexico' deposits are
certain to receive attention at no distant day.
Leaching the copper ores at the
Rio Tlnto mine3 in Spain has been
most successfully conducted on a prof
itable commercial basis for years.
Practically all the large deposits of
copper in the United States have been
taken up and are being exploited. It
will not be miraculous or strange that
attention will ultimately turn to New
Mexico and make a success in exploiting the low grade ores of copper carbonate so widely distributed throughout the state.
By FAYETTE A. JONES,
President State School of Mines.
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SURRENDER TO
'WARDEN
ROBERTS AND LUMPKINS ASK TO
BE INCARCERATED IN THE

PENITENTIARY

Santa Fe, N. M, Feb. 9. John
Lumpkins and Lewis Roberts, of Tu
cumcarl, Saturday afternoon presented
themselves at the state penitentiary;
and after Introducing themselves ta
Warden McManus, asked to be permitted to serve a sentence of three to
four years for cattle stealing.
Warden McManus demanded to se
their commitment papers, but they
had forgotten these and despite their
pleadings, Warden McManus could not
accommodate them. However, he sent
them to Supreme Court Clerk Jose D.
Sena, who fixed them up with all tha
necessary papers, and Lumpkins and
Roberta began to serve time at once.
They had both been sentenced by;
Judgo Leahy at Las Yeas, for cattle
stealing, and had appealed to the supreme court, but lost out, and their
bondsmen told them to go to Santa
Fe and surrender themselves.
In the meantime, many of their
friends, including quite a number of
influential cattlemen, sought to persuade Governor McDonald before ha
left for Washington to pardon the ao
vehement
cused men, maintaining
that Lumpkins and Roberta are inno
cent and could prove a complete a'.ibl
in that they were tnany miles irora
the Bell ranch on the day it was sail
the cattle were stolen.
Manager T. M. O'Donnell of the BoiS
ranch, was in Santa Fe last wn'-- oa
the case, and Governor McDonald, after patiently listening to both sides ia
the matter and carefully going over all
the papers sent down by the cleric ot
the supreme court, refused to interfere
Backache-RheumatisVanish Away for the present.
Men and women having backache,
rheumatism, stiff and swollen joints
A heavy cold in the lungs that waai
are honestly glad to know that Foley
itself has been tha
Kidney Pills are successful every- expected to cure
where In driving out these ills. That starting point In many cases of disis because Foley Kidney Pills are a ease that ended fatally. The sensible
true medicine and quickly effective in coiH'se is to take frequent doses ot
all diseases that result from weak, in- BALLARD'S HOREHOIIND SYRUP.
active kidneys and urinary irregulari- It checks the progress of the disorder
ties. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross and assists nature to restore normal
conditions. Price 2rc, K0c and $1.09
Drug Store. Adv.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv. .
SEATTLE AUTOMOBILE SHOW
9.
The
second
Seattle, Wash., Feb.
annual exhibition of the Seattle Auto- WOMAN DELIVERS CONVOCATION
Iowa City, Ia., Feb. 9. At the
mobile Dealers' Association, which
in
convocation exercises of tha
the
national
'guard
armory
opened
today for an engagement of one week, State University of Iowa today the adis one of the largest and most repre- dress to the graduates was delivered
sentative shows of motor vehicle ever by Miss Anna M. Kiingciihat-ii- , uua-held In the northwest. Several score of the woman's school of the univerof completed cars representing 50 dif- sity. It was the first time in the hisferent makes are included in the dis- tory of the school that the honor of
play, together with many exhibits of delivering the convocation address,
was bestowed upon a woman.
automobile parts and accessories.
i
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ELECTRIC LIGHT is a fine light for
the little nes, soft, steady and
safe. School work mems night
study. Will you endanger your
children's young eyes with poor il-

lumination when Electr.c Light is
You will find it
wonderfully convenient at a trifling
so economical?

cost.

n

.

If you are not now enjoying the benefits of Electric Light in your home,
you should have your house wired
for electricity AT ONCE. You need
have no fear for your wails, ceilings
or decorations the wiring can be
done quickly and without any dirt
or muss.

Phone us TODAY, or call at our office relative to cqu pping yuur home
for complete electric service. Or any

reputable electrical contractor will

give you a low estimate.

DO IT NOW.
THERE IS NO TIME LUCE Ttili
PRESENT
DON'T

DELAY.
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eal

year and not upon any
need
for then felt by the navy.
IAILYIE congress finally
authorizes two,
1
I
which is two more than the little navy
ESTABLISHED 1879,
men are willing to hve built, it will
GOOD
the unwritten prosimply continue
gram, without making provision for
Published by
f HE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
restoring the ships lost through the
success of the little navy men in pro
(Incorporated.)
venting the program from going
through uninterrupted. We shall not
.
.Editor. have
,i M. PADGETT
the naval strength the naval STATE ENGINEER IS ACCOMPAN.
board thinks necessary, but we shall
IED TO MORA BY LOCAL
have more than some of the members
ENTHUSIASTS
of congress are willing to give us, and
Five automobiles carrying State
that will be some gain.
James A. French, R. J. Tau- Engineer
fuotered at the poetofflce at East
and
Hunker qf the county
George
pert
Vegas, New Mexico, for transhighway commission and numerous
the
sti'ff-ioStates
United
through
A
other road boosters, left Las1 Vegas
as second class matter.
this morning for Mora, where they expected to attended a joint session of
the board of county commissioners
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
and the road board of Mora county.
Dally, by Carrier
This meeting was called for the purf .05
far Copy
.15
Our week
pose of getting the Mora county com
.65
One Month
missioners and road board in closer
7.50
Vear
touch with the state engineer, so that
more and better road work can be
Dally, by Mail
J. L. IMHOF TELLS OF THE done.
. $6.00 REV. VALUE
One year (in advance)
OF HEALTHY RE3.00
fix Months (in advance)
Mora county is said to have more
CREATION
7.50
Or.e Vear (In arrears)..!
money to expend on roads than San
3.75
t Months (In arrears)
Miguel county but it has delayed its
Under the head of "Social Interpre efforts until the commissioner could
tations," J. L, Imhof spoke last night meet in a session with the state enWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
at the Christian tabernarle
tpon gineer and formulate plans for a sucGROWER
'Play." Mr. Imhof said in part:
cessful campaign. Through the ef
$2.00
Que Vear
"The world has yet to Uarn the forts of members of the local road
1.00
Months
.
St
value of play. In the last ten years commission' it was
arranged that Mr.
a few educators have been interested French
maka the trip to Mora today.
in this Bubject and have accomplished
(Cash in Advance for Mall
Yesterday the final plans were setmuch in some of our larse uities. But tled and the commission," headed by
Subscriptions)
.emit by check, draft or money the movement nas not become nation
Mayor Taupert, began arranging far
rvier
If sent otherwise we will not wide, as a part of tue conscience of a
party to accompany Mr. French.
i responsible for loss.
the people.
Doubtless the meeting will prove
"Parents and teachers have looked successful as reports from Mora are
Specimen copies free on application
often upon play as if it were a choice that the people are deeply Interested
Ai-PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT between two evils. They have wished in good roads and will support the
L
children to play only that the children county commissioners and road board
EXPIRATION OF TIME
might be out of the way. Often grown in the work of repairing the highways.
PAID FOR
persons would not contribute anything
Those who made tho trip were
toward play, as they did not see any State Engineer .Tames A. French, R.
advertisers are guaranteed the real life values as a result. This at- J.
Taupert, G. H. Hunker, F. O. Blood,"
tersest dally and weokly circulation titude is fast passing away.
Charles W. G. Ward, M. M. Padgett,
of Huy newspaper in northern New
"Sometimes play has been looked Clarence Iden, William Harper, Gus
Mi'lfO.
upon as a means of keeping children Speicher, E. N. Kearney, John Ross,
out of mischief. As boys were more O. L.
Gregory, R. Tonover, A. D. Don-nelinclined to tricks and devilishness
Bias Sanchez, Adelaido Tatoya,
TELEPHONES
..Main 2 than girls it has been thought that Terry McGovern and Charles Farley.
Bigness Office
Hen Department ............ .Main 9 they need the gymnasium and ball
park more.
f
"Play Is a part of education. Someone has said, 'Life is a game. A great
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1914.
CURRENT MAGAZINES
amount of preparation for this game f
4
T 1 13 N.VVAL iCON'FKKCNCE may come through p.ay.
4
"Children left to themselves, play 4- How the English Do It
n.Jle the reports of what Admiral little. Henry S. Curtis has gone over
7re:and told the naval committee cities repeatedly witn note book in The manager of a long established-reputabl""iV.i'ut the reasons for substantial
hand and watched wnat the children
banking firm in Cheshire,
to ilia navy place emphasis were doing. He says: 'I have found England, became restless under the
ipoii the possibility of a war with nearly 90 per cent of loafing to 10 old fashioned methods that had pre.iaian, such emphasis was probably per cent of play.' Again he says: vailed for many generations In his
ii
- ;ven
by the admiral himself. In 'Leisure is increasing all over the bank. Finally, breaking through his
the naval policy of the world today and wita great rapidity natural reserve, the manager apdiiCLsalng
I'm led States it Is necessary to con in the United States. Every year a proached the venerable head of the
s!dT all the possilitrrrres of the futnre; number of new starws ana cities pass bank one day, and suggested means
t.
the eight hour law for public work. to increase the bank's list of clients,
ueya the St. Louis
In ere is no nation of strength with Every year certain trades secure a which, he pointed out, had remained
whicn a war is impossible, not even reduction in working hours and the at the same number for many years,
Great Britain, highly Improbable as age at Which children may go to work and as the times had changed and
that even Is. Even such a war as that is raised in several states; the work- populuation increased, it seemed only
is taken into consideration by our ing hours of women are steadily re right that they should go to work
Conditions
of modern life energetically to bring in more clients,
naval strategists, because they omit duced.
no factor of their problem. In consid- make it necessary ro provide recrea- which would undoubtedly result in in
creased earnings and also benefit
ering the Atlantic fleet, our relations tion for young and old.
those who were actively interested in
must
to
U all the large European powers must
be
"Play
vigorous enough
be taken Into account, and our naval give physical training. It must lead to the bank's welfare.
heard his manager
. The old banker
trength as compared with theirs es- work. The one who enjoys play
to the end of his remarks and
quietly
as
work
to
as
and
work
as
sure
well
is
as
use
the
timated,
play
practical
then replied that he could see no
bosh nations could make of that get much out of life.
'What can be done? Swings and reason for any change from the meth
in time or war. That is thej
ods which had prevailed for over one
problem of our Atlantic coast, of the seesaws can be constructed in many
home.
at
Schools and even hundred and fifty years in the bank;
defense of Porto Rico and the Panama yards
it was qnite true that the list of cli
can
churches
in
in
the
of
and
Cuba
last
many
canal,
places where
analysis
bad not increased, but did it
ents
also. This makes such a dispersion the yard9 are large enough put up
not occur to Mr. Manager that in the
direct
and
Cities
to
the
discusas
the
the
to
equipment
of
factors
play.
give
event of any such increase, there
sion of the question no concentration can establish parks for games. A few
would be a corresponding decrease in
on
the
of
lie
years ago walking
grass
upon a single power.
the number of clients of their old
But when it comes to falsing tip the parks of Chicago was forbidden but
and neighbors, the Blank Bank
friends
now
is
encouraged for the benefit of
Pacific Ocean problem, we are at once
Was it not a fact th:-- t
company?
conf rented by the fact that in the Pa- recreation. Field houaos are being es ing were
all comfortably off, living
they
cific there Is but a single nation pos- tablished in a number of cities for re- their
lives as upright Englishmen, and
creation
forms.
in
many
sessing the naval and military strength
There is much talk about conser allowing their respected competitors
making it necessary for us to estimate
vation
of forests, coal mines and other the same privilege?
the possibiliteis of a war. This concompe
In these titmes of
centrates our attention upon Japan natural resources. Nothing needs concan we see where such a contition,
more
a
of
than
tho
life
child
in the Pacific, while in the Atlantic it serving
versation might be duplicated in this
la dispersed between half a dozen by directingjt Into proper habits of
country?
work."
great powers. By such concentration
undue emphasis is placed upon the
discussion of what such a 'war might n. ARMY AV1ATOK KILLED V,"
DIGGS AGAIN1 ACCUSED
ury
1.
demand strategically, and the navnl 1 San Diego Cal, Feb. 9. Lieutenant
Satf Francisco; F eh.
fstrength we Bhould have to make our H. B. Post First Aerd corps,' United Dfggs, former state architect, and who,
defense practical and ample. It no States army; was lnetaptly killed to- with F. Drew Camlnnetti, sorjjof Anmore means a belief on the part of the day by a fall of 500 feet in a
thony Caminneti, United States in
naval strategists In the immininece of
.About 150 feet from the spector of Immigration, was convicted
such a war than does the discussion surface of the Bay. Lieutenant Post of ciolating the Mann white slave act,
of plans for meeting a war with any of was seen to shoot clear of the ma- was held today in police- court to a
the six great European powers.. It is chine. It was said by watchers that charge of criminal assault preferred
unfortunate that the Pacific situation the engine exploded. Lieutenant Post by Ida Pearring, wno swears sne Is
ia such that a single power has to be was flying for an altitude record. He but 17 years old.
Walter Gilllgan, Diggs' companion
considered, because it leads to a false had the reputation or being the best
Idea of the greater possibility of war aviator in the army camp on North on New Year's Day when the offense
and gives countenance to jingo talk.
Island, across the bay from San Dlegc. Im alleged to have 'xn committed, also
It is quite clear thirt Admiral Vree-lan- d
was held. Bond was placed at $10,000
discussed the naval problem with
or 5,000 cash tiati, which neither
Eleventh Death Thi Year
- committee from both the Atlantic
"Washington, Feb. 9. Second Lieu- Digga nor Gi'ligan has been able to
.
Pacific sides, and that his fliscus-- ) tenant Henry B. Post was born in furnish since their arrest last week.
of the Pacific problem wd.b as New York June 15, 18S5, atsd was DiKKa' case in the United States
- - Iv
court 1s np m appeal, he having
technical, strategical and pnse- - commissioned as second lieutenant of
I as that of the Atlantic
Infantry in 1911" :is been sentenced to two years.
probkm. Hie Twenty-fiftT! t he made a great ftnpreslon n;xri death makes a total of 15 la governBURKE IS SUSPENDED
committee of the need of greater ment aviation since 1908; 15 in the
. i i t l il, t jr
I flu
i
a army and one in the navy.
Panama, Feb. 9. Colonel George
- 'i I
W. Goethals, chairman of tha Panama
i
is . In aviation the world over, approxi all nivU ,
iir '
'
I
i f ""
imately 4u5 persons have met death canal commission, today suspended
t t
I
i
it since 1908, 11 having been killed dur- John Burke, manager of the commisH i
'i i i h
- '
!
n of ing the present year.
i 1
sary department.
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WOMAN ADDRESSES CONVENTION
New York, Feb. 9. Piaus have been
completed for the dinner of the National Retal Dry Goods Association
r
which will be given at the Hotel
tomorrow night The dinner will
be one of the events of the annual
convention of the association, wnich
will assemble tomorrow evening for a
two days' session.
Mrs. J. Borden
Harriman will be one of the principal
speakers at the dinner. Mrs. Karri-ma- THE SCHOOL WILL GIVE A SPEis the resident commissioner of
CIAL PROGRAM AT THE NOR-

LINCOLN

As-to-

ds-tri-

1
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1
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10
1
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HERE

n

the committee on industrial relations
that was appointed recently by President Wilson.
SIR

ISAAC

NEWTON'S

MAL

UNIVERSITY

Thursday afternoon la the auditorium of the New Mexico Normal University will occur a Lincoln Day proHOME
gram, which will be given by the stu-

dents of the Normal University, and
Charles Burney Also Lived There
the public schools of the city of Las
House Has Many Scientific and
and the town of Las Vegas.
Vegas
Associations.
Literary
The program is to be given at 2:30
London. Within the confines of the o'clock and promises to be Interesting.
wish of Westminster it would be Im- Sherman Post, Grand Army of the Repossible to And another house with public, will be present In a body, the
such scientific and literary associa-;ion- s
old soldiers being guests
of honor.
as those which cluster around
is
as
The
follows:
program
!5 St. Martin's street, Leicester square,
Hymn "America."
"lere lived the Illustrious Sir Isaac
Invocation The Reverend Norman
S'ewton; here Dr. Charles Burney. The
iouf!e has fallen upon evil days. They Skinner.
A'ant to pull it down and scatter Its
Pantomime Eighth Grade Pupils of
ine memories ot things past and Town of Las
Vegas.
reat.j The building next it, Orange .''
Declaration Lowell's "Commemorastreet Congregation
church orign
tion Ode"
Ihella Van Petten.
nally Leicester Fields chapel, erected
Song "Land of Freedom, Land of
or the Huguenots in 1686 comes also
inder the ban. Indeed, as we write, Fortune" The Normal Glee Club.
Oration "Lincoln" Frank Landau.
Solo Ruth Conrad.
Reading "My Captain, O! My Captain" Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder.
Duet Miss Iva Markham and Miss
Chell Crozler.
Hymn "Columbia, the Gem of the
Ocean."
Closing Post Commander F. E.

A Valentine

W;

the daintiest remembrance of the year.
The slightest io&en gives pleasure, why
not give something that will endure for a
'

longer time?

Or.

Everyone likes something in jewelry.
Perhaps a Gold Filigree Beauty Pin, a
Cameo Lavalher or a Ringand il a true
Valentine any piece of jewelry in Amethyst
Something for the table may please the
wife, a stick pin or cuff links for the men.
Sentiment and giving go hand in hand.
We will assist you in your selection at

i
M

Taupert's

k eoJ

rut. n't.

y.

Guests of Honor
Sherman Post No. i, Department of
New Mexico. Grand Army of the Republic.
F. E. Olney, post commander; Jose
Baca, W. B. Brunton, J311 Caldwell, T.
P. Clay, Filomeno Corlz, Lewis Eckel,
W. F. Ellsworth, Jacob Kenestrick, Sisi
i
mon Lopez, Julian Lucero, Charles
Myers, J. S. Nelson, J. 'A. 0'B.ourke,
J. Raynolds, Hermenejildo
Sanchez,
Charles C. Fleck, Felix Garcia, Jose
Sir Isaac Newton's Home.
F. Gonzales, George Hartman, A. D.
:ts last service is being held, and Higgins, J. W. Jones, John A. Ross,
iencefoith, till better times, inayhap, Hugh Ryan, John Shank, Orlando
iome along, the church body will con-lu- Smith, William
Sparks, S, K. Sydes,
its ministrations in an apartment
m the ground floor of Newton's old Adin H. Whitmore.
iwelling (part of the freehold), once
In all probability the philosopher's dinNEW MEXICO FILM
ing room!
Towards the close of 1697 Newton
Decupled a house in Jermyn street,
JIT THE MUTUAL
where he remained 13 years. After
a short stay in Chelsea he removed, in
September, 1710, to the house in St
Martin's street, Leicester Fields. It PICTURE TAKEN IN ALBUQUERstands on the east side as you enter
QUE WILL BE SHOWN AT
from Leicester square, and at the cor-ae- r
THEATER TONIGHT
of Long's court Newton, who had
of
been elected president
the Royal
This evening at the Mutual theater
In 1703, and knighted by Queen
feature that
Anne in 1705, was, at the date of his will be shown a three-ree-l
was
In
made
last year.
his
fame.
at
In
the
zenith
of
Albuquerque
tendency,
1710 he had, in conjunction with Sir The picture is entitled "The First
Christopher Wren, acquired a new Law
and is a western prohome for the Royal society in Crane duction In
every way. The play was
in enacted
:ourt, Fleet street Doubtless,
by a company that was lo
jhoosing his own abode he was mind- cated at
Albuquerque for several
ful of the claims upon his time imis said to be
posed by the weekly meetings of the months, and the acting
'
aociety. He would not have far to go excellent.
r,
trora Leicester fields to Crane court.
The story centers about the exIn St. Martin's street Newton lived periences of Nellie Benton, who goes
in a very handsome style, and kept his
west to join her father and sweetsarriage, with an establishment of heart in their new home. On the way
three male and three female servants.
NelHe built a small observatory on the the stage coach is held up and
a
contact
comes
in
lie
with
former
roof of bis house, a distinctive feature
which long ago fell a prey to time and lover and rival of her present sweecircumstance. He dispensed splendid theart Many thrilling experiences
hospitality, we are told, though with-ju- t follow and the close of the picture
ostentation or vanity, and the most shows the rival turning from a state
aminent foreigners joined the com- of hatred to one of
sympathy. In the
pany. His niece, Mis3 Barton, presided
t the philosopher's table, charming end he gives his life for Nellie.
The cast for this picture is said to
his circle with her wit and understanding. Sir Isaac lived at the bouse In Include the largest band of Indians
St. Martin's street till 1725, when he ever used in motion picture work. A
went Into quarters at Kensington, dylarge number of soldiers and cavalry
ing on March 20, 1727. In that year are, also used.
nig name was erased from the books
of his former parish.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Feb. 9 After a brisk

CHRISTEN

HORSE

IN

WINE

Granddaughter of Dan Patch In Ceremony Event Takes Place In
a Saloon.

,

,

j-

dydro-aeroplan- e.

DAY

BE OBSERVED

cut-thro-

9r-k-

1914.

New Orleans. There is nothing unusual about christening a boat with
wine,: but when they name- a horse

that way, it is something to write
about The christening took place in
the bar of the Little Gem saloon. The
horse was Miss Louise, a
granddaughter of the incomparable Dan Patch. She is owned by W. J.
Breithoff of South Broad street. Mr.
Breitboffs
Son stood on a
table in the bar and poured wine over
the little mare's head.
"I christen thee Miss Louise," he
said. So that is her name.
Mias Louise has a weakness for the
grape and she caught a little of the
wine as it trickled down past the
white star in her forehead. The mare
Is a daughter of Ed Patch, out ot
Charcoal Queen, and the granddaughter of the world's moat famous trot-tothree-year-ol-

d

r.

"Nearly four years ago," said Breit-hof"I bought Charcoal Queen for
$23. She was in a worrtout condition!
I had just $24 in toy pocket when I
bought her, and kept the one dollar so
that I wouldn't be completely broke.
I raised her colt on the grass of lay
own back yard."

f,

advance in the early session the market grew quiet but prices were well
maintained. The steady absorption
for investment accounts recently apparently reduced', the., floating jsupply
of stocks, and shorts who attempted
to cover were forced to raise their
bids, London operators bought freely
here, and especially in steel. Buying
of the coppers. In spite of the fall in
the metal prices abroad, was regarded as forecasting
..strong monthly
statement by the producers. Forced
liquidation of Rock Island securities
carried them down abruptly to new
low records, which checked the advance elsewhere. Bonds were irregular.
Prices improved i the face of a
further scaling down of Rock Island;
values,' and the reaction in New York
Central' to 88, compared with 91
earlier. Amalgamated rose to 77 on
the decrease of over 4,000,00.0., pounds
in coppefi'supplles,
Weakness of eastern railroad s)oks
caused the whole market to sag. Ksvlv
gains, outside of the copper group,
were generally eliminated. International Mercantile marine securities became weak, the bonds falling 4
points. :
j

The market closed neavy. Unloadthe long acing of stocks bought
count and selling by the bear factions
completed the rout of the bull interests. The break in various low priced
issues had a damaging influence. Net
changes as a rule were up.
The closing quotations were.
77
Amalgamated Copper
Sugar .
.4... 107
98
Atchison
16714
Reading
96
Southern Pacifo
Union Pacific
'. .'. . .162
65
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.. ...... .110

ir

to
heavy at a decline of
net
In oats, a little speculative buying
kept prices comparatively steady.
Some, but not all of the purchasers,
were shorts.
Higher prices for hogs gave firmness
to provisions. Initial sales ranged
from Saturday night's level to five
cents advance, with later transactions holding the gain. The last sales
fot the day were:
Wheat, May 93; July 88.
Corn, May 60; July 65.
Oats, May 39; July 39.
Pork, May $21.65.
Lard, May $11; July $11.20.
Ribs, May $11.60; July $11.72.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Feb. 9. Evidence that a
fair amount of export business was in

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Feb. 9. Hogs, receipts
the 6,000. Market 5 to id cents
progress tended today to lift
wheat market. There were complaints Bulk $8.408.60; heavy $8.558.70;
of the inferior quality of the Russian packers and butchers $8.408.65;
crop, and it was pointed out that the lights $8.308.50; ptgs $7.258.
bulk of the Canadian surplus had been
Cattle, reecipts 8,000, including 800
disposed of. Return of mild weather southerns. Market steady to 10 cents
in the United States winter wheat higher. Prime fed steers $8.509.25;
belt, however, acted as a check on the dressed beef steers $7.258.50; westadvance. Opening prices, which were ern steers $78.50; southern steers
heifcent higher, were followed by $6.258.25; cows $4.257,75;
a dip, but then the market again ers $6.759; stockers and feeders
showed strength. T&e close was easy $6.508.25; bulls $5.557.75; calves
at a net advance of a shade.
$6.5010.50.
Corn suffered from lack of demand.
Market 10
7,000.
Sheep, receipts
Lambs $7.257.75;
Selling pressure, though, was only cents higher.
moderate.
Quotations started un- yearlings $5.85?J6.65; wethers $5
cent lower, and un- 5.75; ewes $4 . 757?5 . 50; stockers and
changed to
derwent a further sag. The close was feeders $3.50 6.50.
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BOY SCOUT SHOES"
MADE TO WEAR
Year after, year the' same customers keep coming baci for

'.f COY SCOUT SHOES
Their continued endorsement is a testimonial we appreciate. A
trial invariably assures new customers that their junction is a
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DAWSON ELKS ARE

mercial fsitorfhere today.
Charles Kinkaid returned last night
from Dodge City, Kas., where he has
A
been on, .business for- the past month.
Mrs. Ollle Shearer, midwife. Hotel
F. Kahnt, representatitve for tne J.
Romaine. Adv.
,S. Brown Mercantile
compariy of
Ben Gustin and O. Doty of PuebloJ Denver' as
RATON
visitor here
were visitors iu Las Vegas today.
T
t.
,
today.,.
P. olivas of Mora came in Satur,
came in Saturday
lor
W."A.'
Nay
day evening for a short business visit. evening from hisy ranch at Watrous NORMAL PEOPLE SAY THE GIRLS' TELEPHONE BOWLING GAME RERev. Father J. P. Moog of San Mivisit in Las
SULTS IN VICTORY FOR
TEAM GOT A RAW DEAL IN
Money
to- for a few days' business
guel was a business visitor here
THE' MINERS
FE
SANTA
Vegas.
day.
H. J. Collin's of Clayton, N. M., ar
Mrs. I. H. Bacharach returned this
in Las Vegas yesterday and
The Dawson Elks defeated the
rived
The New Mexico Normal University
visit
afternoon from a several weeks'
will be "a business visitor here for basketball teams returned home Sat- Raton Elks in a telephone bowling
in Denver.
several days,. , V urday night from the Capital City, contest last week, according to the
M. Pattlenghe and S. A. Foutz of
A. M. McCready, mechanical super- where they were defeated
in two following article from
the Raton
schedule" and complete other arange- - the
Wagon Mound, were business visitors intendent for the western lines of the
NTERNATIONAL LEAGUE MEETS
oposltion of the Federal league.
games Friday night by the Santa Fe Range:
ments In preparation for the opening The International Is more
here yesterday.
was
a
team
The
Elks
Dawson
in
Fe
score
company,
The
the
school
Santa
teams.
directly conbowling
Railway
High
New York, Feb. 9. On the twenty- - of the season. President Barrow preD. r.oidbaum of San Francisco, ar
cerned in the threatened basoball war'
visitor here today. He came girls' game was 14 to 16 in favcfl- - of turned the tables and evened up matbusiness
'
all of the officials than
rived in Las Vegas Saturday night in from Raton last
any of the other minor organizaSanta Fe, while the boys' game re ters with the Raton Elks In a three-gam- e second anlversary of its first organi sided. Practically
night.
for a few days' visit
are
owners
club
and
son
expected to re- tions, since three of the cities on Its
baseball
the
International
W. Brooks and
zation
tournament
teleMr.
a
15
in
to
F.
favor
score
and
30
of
a
Mrs,
played
in
sulted
by
maMr. O. D. Gephart came in this af
of Cimarron, N." M., arrived in Las of the Ancient City lads.
circuit, Buffalo, Baltimore and Ton-ontphone arrangement last Wednesday league, formerly the Eastern league, main over tomorrow to meet the
on
ternoon from her home in Raton for
confer
and
auan
out- evening. The two teams have each held Its spring meeting In this city jor league magnates
will have to meet the opposition
afternoon in
lost
The
Normal
yesterday
Vegas
hoys
being
a fw davs' visit fith friends.
outlaw league.
tomobile for a few days' visit with classed. ' The girls' team, however, a tojurnament to their credit and'the today to formally adopt the playing the general situation with regards to of the
came
R. A. Parish of Albuquerque
Mr. Broojks is president of did not get a square deal, according rub will be played Saturday evening,
relatives.
fin yesterday afternoon, for , a, Jaw
the Brooks Mercantile company of to the reports brought from Santa Fe. when the Dawso.n team will engage
dava' business visit in this city.
tilt on the local alleys.
Cimarron.
The refereeing in this contest was in a first-hanDavid Weiller, connected with the
Pullman "New done by George Wesman, a hotel This contest will be followed by a
in
private
Traveling
rharla Tlfeld company at Albuquer- York," Julius Fleischman and family clerk. He displayed ignorance of the smoker and lunch, given in honor of
que, was a visitor in Las Vega yes- will
pass through Las Vegas this even- rules and appeared to be partial in the visiting lodge members. The
da v
contest Wednesday evening resulted
train No. 2 on their way to his rulings.
on
ing
George Longmore of Puerta De Cincinnati from Los Angeles. It is
I ,
1
au- in a, total, of 2,415 pins for Dawson
S
1
,
fouls
without
I
called
I
Wesman
Luna, came in hist night for a short said that Mr. Fleischman Is the pro-'
win"when
2.313
the
and
for
to
former
back
Raton,
refused
and
tip
thority
known
hnsitmss visit.. He is a well
prietor of the famous Fleischman shown he had gone contrary to the ning by 101 i pins. Gumm, Jr., of
man.
rules. He even coached the Santa Fe Raton; led the field with the best
yeast factory.
ar111.,
D. M. Davison of Blerryton,
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president players, yelling to them to "shoot" or score and highest average. The score
evening
rived in Las Vegas Saturday
'
Of the New Mexico Normal UniverHe blew his whistle several by .games:
!
and will remain here for some time sity, "returned yesterday afternoon "pass."
i
I
Dawson
when
"toss
a
for
'
titmes
players
up"
,
as a visitor.
been
1st 2d 3rd To'l
from""9anta Fe, where he has
for both teams had the ball, and then,
George Gibbons, representative for
484
.156 159 169
.
the meeting of the state when the Las Vegas player had let Henry
attending
Denof
the Nevin Candy company
17G
472
167 129
of education during the past go of the sphere, he would shout to Jewell
.
board
ver, was a business visitor in Las week. Dr. Roberts reports tne meet483
1S7 165 131
the Santa Fe girl to go ahead and Bradford
Vegas today.
495
successful.
163 175 157
was
.
Hurst
ing
hall.
the
play
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. West arrived in
481
161 145 175
showed
.
their
Normal
The
Brady
girls
Las Vegas this afternoon from . St.
James C. McGill, who owns the Den-ve- r
Fe
the
Santa
spirit by challenging
Louis and will be visitors here for the
team in the Western, league and team to another game, but this was
.2415
Grand total
next few days.
the Indiaanpolis team in the American rejected. The Normal team played
Raton
the
of
X
J. W. Ruane, manager
association, refuses to sell his Denver
1st 2d 3rd To'l
the game without protest,
(Charles lllfeld companyj's Ihouse at holdings and will control both teams throughout
1.48 183
499
168
the
showed
Marais
De.
Jr.
Gumm,
Umpire
in
though
visitor
Santa Rosa, was a business
the comiug season.
449
131 152 1G6
was wrong several times, Killmurry
he
referee
Las Vegas today.
444
1G5
117 1G2
avail.
no
to
Crampton
Mrs. C. L. Wadsworth left yester-Charlie Carr's baseball college in
435
149
110
146
teams
When the Santa Fe
played Apple
day afternoon for Terre Haute, Ind., Texas has not attracted many stu486
166 163
same
-- 157
school
this
the
with
Smigelow
here
High
where she will visit relatives for the dents.
,
official was severely criticised for his
next several months.
Grand total
The Georgia-Alabam- a
league has work. One of the charges against
The Dixie Quintette arrived In Las
knew
he
was
nothing
that
here
him
bafrom
club
an
Albuquer- been erorganized on
eight
Vegas this afternoon
I
whatsoever about the official rules
que and will appear at the Duncau sis. Annis'tgnA jRome, Gadsden, Tallain;
his
by
and
ignorance
displayed
La
dega, Selma, Opelika, Newman and
opera house this eveufng.
sisting that his decisions be carried
Superintendent F. L. Myers of this Grange form the circuit.
out. However, De Marais, the V. M.
division of the Santa Fe Railway
C. A. physical director, is a profesTO ANNOUNCE SCHEDULES
company, left this morning for Trinisional referee and umpire and his
owners
9.
Feb.
Club
New York,
dad on a short business visit.
of the rules prevented
arof
National
the
officials
knowledge
and
League
El
D.
Paso, Texas,
.Oliver of
K.
of Baseball Clubs are rounding up in Wesman from pulling what might be
rived in Las Vegas this aftemoor
a few days' business visit. He is a this city preparatory to the adjourned called any "rough stuff."
The Normal people are not In the
well known busness man of the Pass annual meeting to be held tomorrow.
of kicking about referees, but
habit
more
than
will
little
be
The meeting
City.
a le FINAL CAME OF THE SEASON RE
Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Brown and chil- perfunctory. The only real business in this case they say they have
. SULTS IN DEFEAT OF NORof
is
"visitors
in Las to be transacted
tne adoption
gitimate grievance.
dren of Valmora were
MAL WHYS "B"
Vegas today.' Dr. Brown says that the the playing schedule already decided
The
last
of the student boxball
Watrous-La- s
Vegas road is the best in upon for the coming season. The
1r
tournament took place Saturday aftanwill
he
American
schedule
state.
the
league
ernoon at the Y. M. C. A. when the
A. A. Gallegos of Villanueva came in nounced at the same time, although
s won from the Normalwhy
CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
Hiw
two
of
a
the
the
attend
the
of
last night to
meeting
joint spring meeting
COMING WEEK
THE
thus
"B's,"
cinching the championship
board of county commissioners, which leagues will not take place until the
The nearest competi
the
of
league.
court
In
before
or
the
first week
was held this morning at
March,
just
were
"A's" team,
tors
the
Juniorwhy
house. Mr. Gallegos is a member of the arrival of the baseball tourists
170 pins behind.
Monday
just
from Europe.
the board.
Little Richie Noyes of the Junior-whSchedule meeting of International
'.'A's" won the high honors in
baseball league at New York.
Opening of second annual automo the fight for high averages, scoring
A
171
bile show at Seattle, Wash. x
Ad Wolgast vs. Charley White, 10
i
JL J2. JZ.
Normalwhy "B's," 1,359
i
105 134 120
rounds,, at Milwaukee.
Lindberg
3 f
165
193
$
Ehrich ,
Tuesday
'
174 155 122
Schedule meeting of National League Condon
"
York.
New
at
baseball
clubs,
of
"
ft
H
'
472 .480 407
J j
k ;r,Iii; .:
Annual meeting of American Polo
(fin
a aB9,T"f r
'
I f "
u
Hi whys, 1,469
New York.
at
,,V
association,
1.
168 1S2 168
MeOullough
V.JL
Wednesday
11 HI
134 163,162
Annual tournament of International Meloney
t- 177
171
Minne
144,
Stetwart
LiUli
Bowling association opens in
i
t. . h
apolis.
473 489 507
Annual bdnspiel of Manitoba Curl'
Team
in
Wlnlpeg.
Standing
ing association opens
To'l Pins
Annual St. Valentine's golf tourna
5,624
ment for women opens at Pinehurst, Highways
-- 5,454
: i
'
n.
Juniorwhys "A"
5,301
Annual indoor track and field games Normalwhys "B"
is carried away by a .frightened, elephant, ',is left' at a
F"ATtLY
,
of New York .'Athletlo !Sliib, at New Normalwhys "A"
'
!:..
York":
parses
2,754
,.
.
Vv ,p
city, by the, yurning.(Jat ana is,seizea as, a providential
Juniorwhys "B"
to
Date
to
the
of
4ndividual
exhibition
annual
Averages Up
person be sacrificed by cremation to honor the: passing of a
Opening' of
McCullough, 168 14- Louisville Automobile Dealers' associtizen. Despite ;her struggle and protests, she is bound
Noyes, 171
distinguished
The patrons of our fiist class hotels and restaurants are exact- ciation.
rouison, lbiz-a- ;
15;' Moore, 166
the funeral pyre. She is happily rescued by the elepand
upon
placed
ing they demand the best Women go where the pastry and cakes
Murphy, 158
Stewart, 1591-3- ;
Thursday
who
hant
disperses the. attendants and carries her away.
are noted for their excellence. Men are attracted by hot bread and Canadian figure skating champion Ehrich, 154
Wright, 152 6; Bow- biscuits when fresh and moist and light
Meloney,
rAVED from cremation by a friendly elephant, Kathlyn is carried
ships for the Grey cur begin In Ot- - en, 1451-9- ; Condon, 144
14i3-15- ;
Archibald,
Nahm, 140
"'') '
The pastry cook with a reputation uses K C Baking Powder tawa.
far away and left at the portals of a ruined temple, where sne
National Indoor lawn tennis cham 1401-6- ; Lindberg. 134
because he knows that results are certain; every time everything
seeks sanctuary. Here she encounters a lion that paces the lonely corriTwo games of basketball enlivened
V
pionship tournament opens In N?w
is as good as his best
dors by night, and finally impelled by hunger comes out by day. Her
York City.
things at the Y- M. C. a. Saturday
"cm
mix
various
!.f
the
Powder
K
C
with
Then, too,
Baking
experiences with the savage brute and the fanatical native in these
tournament nght. The Sheepherders, who up to
Annual
kinds of batter before the rush of the mod t..:'.ns and bake as for the goldchampionship
won
one
not
had
new surroundings are continuously thrilling.
single
racquet, at Tuxedo Park, this time
needed so that every order goes to the table fresh fend hot, yet the N. Y.
game, came out victorious over the
last he bakes are just as goo ,s me i rsr.
The iTiawandas also
i Valleymounts.
i is that K C I: Annual meetingFriday
The reasons behind these
of the TTnlted States sprung a big surprise by winning
assoilstioti, a from the Harmless Ones. The folreally a blend of two baking powders. One commences national lawn 'tennis
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New York.
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Courteous Treatment Accorded All Customers
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VE3AS DAILY OPTIC,
OF THE INTERIOR
I'nKed Slates Land Ouica
' Tncuuicarl, N. M., January 22. 1914.
'
NOTICE 13 HEREBY CIVEN: That
Slate of Now Mexico, under and
r ; virtue of Uie act of Congress approved June 23, 1910, hereby makes
application for the within describe!
appropriated,' unreserved, and
public lands, for the beueflt
bf the University. Said lands being
ftiimated la the County of San Miguel,
.State of New Mexico, and more particularly described as follows,

MONDAY,

FEBRUARY

9,

1914.

Bhe

"i'V PARTMENT

6e

to-wi- t:

"Description

of Tracts
3JENWtf

Sea

Twp.

29
30
33

12N
12N
12N

Eng. Mer.
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lioo.ooo.oo
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$50,000.0
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J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

TO WHOM IT MAY CON
CERN
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that William G. Haydon
NOTICE

it

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

Vice-Preside-

CHAPMAN

COLUMN
RATES

TOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS ..BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

r.

President
...Vice President
Treasurer
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MONUMENT

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hankei

MAIN

WANTED Girl for general
work. Mrs. Ike Appell, 1011

Attorn
Las Veens.

WRS. OLLIE SHEARER

Regular

first Monday in
Bacl1 nnQk
at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p.
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; F. O.

East Bound
Arrive
Depart
2.. . 7:20 p.; m...'. . 7:45 p. m.
11:59 p. m.'
4.. .11:54 p. m.
8., . 2:25 a. m..... 2:30 a. nt
10.. . 1:35 p. m..'... 2:00 p. at
West Bound
Arrive
Depart

No.
No.
No.
No.

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evenins at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No.
brethren cordially invited to attend. No.
J. Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl No.

ft.

ATTOKJfEYS

CO

Professional Health Culture for Ladles

LOCAL TIME CARD

NO. 3, ROY

4.

'

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
W. W., BOWERS.
E. A. JONES

Reg-"0la-

$

I.

OPTIC'a NUMILS,
JONES-BOWER-

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall.. Visiting brothers cordial-ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

Blood, Secretary.

Interest PoJd On Deposits

3(Mh

New Mori

street,

v

Wertz, Treasurer;
house Cemetery Trustee.
Eighth
B.

P, O. ELKS

C.

V.

. 1:10

3..
7.,
9.,

.

p. m
6:35 a. m
. 4:20 p. m
. 6:35 p. m

Cottage In desirable KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
W.
O.. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
first and third Mondays of each
PhoDe Purple 5301.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financomfortable, furnished
employed!
room; no health seekers. Phone cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
P08 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Purple 5301.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

r
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC

Far ae

L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
fourth
PUBLIC SALE of stock, farm ImpleThursday evening eacl
ments and household goods at the month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
Howard 1
; Black ranch, 16 miles east of Las brothers cordially Invited.
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Vnn Secretary
Vegas, near Mishawaka, Wednesday,
February 11 at 10 o'clock. C. W. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
Moore, H. R. Parker.
day of the month In the vestry room.
FOR SALE Bronze turkeys at popu Df Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock i
lar prices. Phone Purple 5621 m. Visiting brothers are cordially It
,
Jose A. Baca.
vited. Isaac Appcl, President;

For YOU
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

GAZINE PRACTICALLY

T

11

'

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-ipauon. Adv.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Rev. James A. Lewis, Milaca, Minn.,
writes: "Chamberlain's Cough Rem

edy has been a needed and welcome
guest in our home for a number of
years. I highly recommend It to my
fellows as being a medicine worthy of
trial In cases of colds,: coughs and
croup." Give Chamberlain's cougn
Remedy a trial and we are confident
you will find it very effectual and
continue to use it as occasion requires
for years to come, as many others
have done. For sale by all dealers.

McGlures

SUCCESSFUL EVERYWHERE
People everywhere are talking of
the quick and fine results Foley
Kidney Pills give In backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder troubles.
You can not take them into your sys
tem without good results. That is be
cause Foley Kidney Pills give to tne
kidneys and bladder just what nature
calls for to beal these weakened and
inactive organis. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

t?e
1PI

0)

!

a present for doing something
you 'd do tiny
way when you
learn how Much

I

Befer EMPRESS
FLOUR realbf is.
Made

by GER-

MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
IT S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

S

SONS'GAA
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-

I

-

GREY
LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be
. i
.i
n
um cuy tiroia
tamed

o-

-

ALL GKoCERS

'

2,000 lb., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs Each Da .very
o lbs, to 200 lbs., Each De ivery

Less than 50

lbs. Each

af

?0c

..

'bf

109

,,25o per 101
iu jci iue
.40c per 1H
60c per 10
.

Delivery

Ika,
ikt
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters dtorers, and Distributors of lateral ice, ta Purity
tstlne Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
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OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devtne,
G K.: Frank Angel, F. S.

tboae

n

c

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl
Love at Woodmen ol the World hal.
on the second and fourth Mondays o
each month at 8 p. m C.'H. Stewart
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
VlBltuu
Local Deputy.
Montague,
members are especially welcotae "
''ordially Invited.

flL '

PI-IO-

I

Secretary.

ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion

FLOUR

$100 REWARD, $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure In all its stages
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Ca
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, there
by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and Riving the patient
strength by building up the constto
tion and assisting nature in doing Its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that It fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To

you use
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A GOOD

p. m.

m

FOR RENT

i

p. m.
a. m.
p. m.

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

VSM

Meets

For Rent

Dentist
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Dental work of any description at
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manimoderate prices
cure, Chiropody.
s
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main !
Hotel Romalne
East Las Ve.eas. New Mexico
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

1..

Hedecock.
i

second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
NICELY furnished room, steam heat- are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
ed, for rent. 924 Seventh street Wills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
.
secretary.
Phone Main 333.

DR. F. ,B. HUXMANN

N

F. O. E.

.

.

T. HOSKIN3- -

day of January, 1914, AdminiS3
strator of the estate of George W.
havGri?gs,' deceased, and all persons
How Is Your Boiler?
ing claims against the estate of said
rt iina tuwn ntntpd that a man's
George W. Griggs deceased, will pre- itnmpi1i la ihia holler, his body is his
sent the same within the time preengine and his mouth the fire box. Is
scribed by law.
February 2, 1914. your boiler (stomaca) m gooa worn-In- g
WILLIAM G. HAYDON.
order or is It so weak that it will
Administrator. ' not stand a full load ana not ame en-ro
supply the needed energy to your
gine (body) ? If you have any trouble
PILL with
CHICHESTER
your stomach Chamberlain's Tablets will do you good. They strengthlor A
I.BllrHf M.HK yimr lruir.-Fl!ltmnii HmndX en and Invigorate the stomach and
I'lIU in Ifed SK'l lioli
bom., sealed with Illue Kiljboo. V
enable it to do us worn naiunuiy.
Take no ohr. ftiv of Tour
s iinn norv rpmnrkable cures of stom
lin.uif i.i. a.w fm h Mir i
ach trouble have been effected by
yewci known as Best.SnVtst. Always KeliaUI.
them. For sale by ail aeaiers. aq.

munication first and
third Thursday
in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

.

BROTHERHOOD

every Monday night 4
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
g o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. Wertz, Pre
dially welcome.
dent; J. T Buhler. Secretary; O. &
Bally, Treasurer.

No sd to occupy less space than two
day in each nontA at Malines All advertisements
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

30,000.00

WM. G. HAYDON.
H. W. KELLY

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
102 Meets
A. M. Regular com-

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
conclave
Tuea- -

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

the undersigned was appointed on the

CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ii

VEGAS
IAs ON
TIME DEPOSITS
INTEREST PAID

D.

AND

HORT ORDERS AN D RtGULAR DINNER
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

liMIJl

!ay of March, 1914.
R. A. rRENTICE,

Register.

OPTIC

RESTAURANT

I!

X. M.

2DE

N.M.
N.M,
B'SSW'i
Comprising a total area of 200 acres.
to protest
All persona wishing
against selection by the State of New
JKexleo of the tracts of land above
mentioned, must file their protests
asalnst the said selection In this office on or before the twenty-sevent- h
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ful lips!
They would enjoy a honeymoon in Europe, while she, the lonely
old spmster, would stay at home

alone.
In that moment she hated Jimmv
Vanstone, and her pretty niece, and
she mentally censured the cruel selfishness of youthful love.
"You cannot marry anyone without
my
Ethel; and I shall not
give H,' she said firmly.
"Good night. Aunt Felicia," was
Ethel's quiet reply as she passed the
older woman and went into the
'

OHCLE .DAN'S

LETTER

By JOHN HOPEWELL.
"So your Aunt Felicia is obdurate?"
Ksked Jimmy Vanstone.
Ethel nodded. "She declares that as
my appointed guardian she will never
consent to my marriage with you. After I am twenty-one- ,
why of course I
can do as I please."
v
"You won't be twenty-on- e
for another six months."
"I know it but we can wait,
'
my," said Ethel hopefully.
"We can't wait much longer If 1 am
to accept a position with the Plowshare people. They want me to sail
for Germany on the fifteenth of Octo-

,

ber."
"Jimmy! And today is the fifteenth
of September." Ethel caught her
breath Bharply.
"Four weeks. If Miss Weeks would
only recognize bur right to love each
other and to consent to your marrying
me before I sail we could spend our
honeymoon in Germany," grumbled
Jimmy.
Ethel was silent; her face waB
turned away from the young man but
be could see that the pink lips quivered and the violet eyes were heavy
with tears.
"Dearest," he cried sharply, "don't
A commanding voice broke in upon
his words. "Ethel!" called Mise Felicia
Weeks in her deep tones.
"I must go," ald Ethel hurriedly.
7ou were about to show me your
ancle's letter, Jimmy."
"Oh, yes I I haven't read it yet I
thought we could read it together. I
almost know what the old boy is going
to say, though. 'Bless you my children, and bring Ethel to see me I'm
sure ehe's the prettiest girl in the
world.' That's Uncle Danny Lorimer
ever had.
.the beet uncle any chap
Take his letter, dearest, and then send
tt on to me after you've read it. Good-by- ,
sweetheart. I won't say farewell
to Miss Felicia I know she detests
the very sight of me." He dropped another kiss oh her lips and on her wet
eyes and swinging through the gate
went down the road, vanishing almost
Immediately in the velvety black shadows cast by the tall locust trees.
In the same instant Miss Felicia's
firm step crunched on the gravel walk.
"Ethel," she called once more and
then, discovering the girl leaning
agaiust the gate post looking like a
slender ghost in her pale gown, "Why
do you not answer me?" she asked in
ft displeased tone. "Why are you here?"
"I have been saying goodnight to
Jimmy," said Ethel bravely.
"Jimmy! Ethel, you know that I will
not tolerate that young man about the
place why do you meet him clandestinely?''
"Aunt Felicia, when have I met any
one clandestinely? Jimmy called upon
me this evening and you met him in
the veranda. I have told you that I am
engaged to him and I have a per
perfect right to accompany him "to the
ga gate1 and say say goodnight!"
Ethel's voice was a mixture of fear
and defiance.
There was something
about Miss Felicia Weeks. She was
tall and finely proportioned and was in
her severe way a very handsome woman. Ethel had heard that her Aunt Felicia had been a great beauty and a
belle in her day twenty-fivyears
go. But the once jetty hair had
turned to silver and the glorious dark
eyes had grown stern and the ripe lips
were compressed In a hard line. The
Weeks women usually kept their figures and their complexions in open defiance to old Father Time, and Miss
Felicia wee no exception to the fam- lly rule. So now, as she came down
the walk, tall and stately in her filmy
black gown, the moonlight full on hei
fair face, Ethel marveled that one who
was so beautiful and who must have
been greatly loved by men, could be so
'

g

e

t,

house.
She read Mr. Daniel Latmer's letter
to his nephew before she went to bed

and the tears that wet her lashes were
chased away by irrepressible smiles.
She tucked the letter under her pillow
and went to sleep with a smile on .her
Hps. Felicia, pausing in the doorway with lighted candle as was her
custom, saw the smile and her heartstrings tightened.
"She does not care she does not
care for me!" she thought jealously
as she"went away.
Early the next morning Ethel went
out to the hear by town for a day's
Felicia was writing letshopping.
ters in her own room when Celia, the
little housemaid, tapped at the door.
"Come in," said Miss Weeks.
"Please, Miss Felicia," said Celia
extending a folded letter, "I found this
on the 'floor in Miss Ethel's room. It
flew from under the pillow when I was
making the bed."
"Put It on the table, Celia," said
Felicia and she resumed her writing.
When her letters were finished she
looked up and saw the sheets of letter paper fluttering on the table. A
leaf rustled in the breeze from the
open window and her own name
caught her casual glance.
Temptation assailed this impeccably
honest lady. She glanced again and
again, and then overcome by indignation and curiosity, she silenced all
Qualms on active consolence and read
the letter from beginning to end.
It was the epistle of Mr. Daniel Latimer to his beloved nephew, James
Vanstone:
"My dear boy," it read In part, "so
you think you are the happiest man in
the world because a pretty little girl
loves you? Well, I thought the same
way once upon a time, but I was
promptly disillusioned now, this isn't
meant to be a wet blanket on the
rosy flame of your engagement to Miss
Ethel; it's merely the plaint of a disgruntled old bachelor because you
have won the prize that I missed. Congratulations, dear Jimmy, and may
you be deserving of the little girl who
is pretty indeed, my lad, but can't
compare with her aunt, Miss Felicia,

whom I knew once upon a time. Yes,
you've guessed it", Jimmy, she is the
one who administered the dose( of disillusion!
Well, Felicia was a
slip of a girl and I should
never have taken her word of dismissal. Sometimes when I am very
lonely and am afraid of the solitary
years ahead of me, I am tempted to go
at once to Felicia Weeks and ask her
if it is too late to be happy! But
forgive me, Jimmy, I've turned this
letter of congratulation into an ekgy
upon my own happiness but It's too
late to amend it, now. I hope Felicia
will give her consent to your marrying
Ethel before the 15th if she won't,
I shall certainly run down to Rode-meaand plead your cause. Kiss my
for me.
future niece-in-la"Afflp.ctionateiy, Unde Dan."
For a long time Felicia sat in silence. Although she stared out at the
garden she could see nothing for the
mist of tears in her fine eyes.
Presently she drew a sheet of paper toward her and wrote a few lines
to Mr. Daniel Latimer. This she enclosed with his letter in an envelope
and carefully addressed !t to his club
in town. Then she affixed a special
delivery stamp and sent Celia out to
mail It at once.
Although the letter was gone the
words she had written seemed writteu
self-wille- d

d

in rosy red across her brain.
This is what she had written: "I
have given my consent to Ethel's mar15th but if you wish,
Jimmy Vanstone was everything to riage on the down
soon, Dan and
you may come
be desired in the way of a nephew-in-lasave that he wanted to marry plead not their cause but your own!
Hiss Felicia's niece. Felicia Weeks Felicia!"
wanted her niece to brighten her (Copyright, 1913, by the McClura Newspaper Syndicate.)
She had adopted
lonely household.
Ethel when the girl had been orphaned in her childhood and she had pic- FAILED TO RECOGNIZE SON
tured a future where they would live
happily together, tasting the best that Mother Could Not Imagine How Boy
the world could give thera of travel
Had Shot Up Seven Inchea In
"and pleasure. She had n5t counted on
Five Month,
Ethel's falling In love at twenty, and
she felt a fierce resentment that all
There are all kinds of champions
her plans for the future were to be and would-bchampions, but when the
upset by mere romance.
codfish schooner Ottilie Fjord arrived
Miss Felicia believed that she had at San Francisco from Behring sea a
left romance far behind and she also new brand was registered the world's
believed more or less happily that she champion grower.
was none the worse for the experiA grower might mean a grower of
ence.
a great many kinds of things, but in
"So you persist in saying that you the case of Henry Sullivan, an eighteen-ySan Francisco boy, who
aret engaged to Jimmy Vanstone?" ear-old
asked Mise Felicia In a cutting tone.
made the trip north on the windjam"Yes, auntie."
mer, he grew tall, very tall.
"You fly in the face of my wishes?"
When young Sullivan left San Fran
But, 1 cisco on the codfisher five months ago
"Not that, Aunt Felicia!
can't help loving him, can I?" de he was a stripling lad five feet five
manded the girl with a fierce little inches tall. When he returned recentgesture.
ly his mother, who was at the dock
"Is love everything In the world?" did not recognize him, as during the
demanded Felicia scornfully. "Must five months at sea he had grown seven
my life be spoiled because you fancy inches.
Unlike many boys who have made
yourself in love with that young man?
Why, if you did not marry for ten the trip north, Sullivan did not return
years it would be time enough. Thlnk; with a tale of woe about hardships and
, Ethel, of the years of delightful travel
rigors of the trip.
we may enjoy! Give up this foolish
Until the desire to go to sea on
idea of being engaged to' Jimmy Van' codfishing boat seized him Sullivan
stone- and "
was a Western Union messenger boy.
"He wants me to marry him before
the 15th of October and go to GerThoughtless Spouse.
I wonder why we
Mrs. Newlywed
many with him. It could be our honare growing tired of each other?
eymoon," jsaid Ethel quietly.
A fierce jealousy took possession oi
Newlywed I haven't an idea.
Felicia Weeks. So Jimmy Vanstone
Mis. N. Yes; maybe that is the
could shatter all her plans for the fu- reason. Boston Transcript.
ture with love words from his gull
hard-hearte-

e

'

THOUGHT

Bridegroom Had Not
Become Accustomed to Traveling With His Wife.

Absent-Minde-

He stepped to the ticket seller in the
"A ticket for Squeedunk,"
ae said.
"Only one?" asked the agent.
"Get two," whispered the blushing
girl at his elbow. "We are one, but
need two tickets."
"Yes, two," stammered the young
man.
They entered the train. "You don't
mind if I go to the smoker for a minute'.'" he asked.
She did not. At least she said she
did not.
When he found the extra ticket
d
(when the conductor called), he
where it came from and why he
had it.
"Guess she's in the other coach,"
suggested the conductor who knew.
At the hotel he registered "Mr. Everyman," and asked for a room.
,

won-lere-

"Have one with a bath to it,"

sug-

gested the little woman.
He was flurried. "Will I write the
Mrs.' in, or will she sign?" he asked

the clerk.
The clerk pointed to "Mrs." inserted a score of times. "Either way; but
this seems to be the rule," he said.
The young man continued the mas
ibsentminded conduct in street car,
theater, restaurant, averywhere.
Back la the hotel, in the train, in
the ticket office, everywhere, men
ere epitomizing the situation: "He
Dnly remembers that they are one
and he still thinks he's the one."
THEM

FIGHT

IT

OUT

Philosopher Makes Suggestion

That

Would Do Away With Many Con-

troversies.
"I recently read with pleasure," ob
served Batsln Garrett, "the remarks
of a gentleman who suggested that
the many men of many minds, who
are as numerous as were the many
birds of many kinds in the good old
copybooks of our school days, or the
many fishes of the sea, and cannot for
their lives agree, who contribute to
the Speaking the Public Mind department, hold a reunion for the purpose
of arguing their pet theories to a
standstill. I heartily indorse the idea,
with the following modification:
Let
them gather In Convention hall and
settle their differences in good American style, with fists and clubs, while
the band plays 'A Hot Time' or 1 Guesa
That'll Hold You for a While,' the
survivors to be awarded championship
belts and put under bond to keep the
peace forever. Seats at the ring side
should easily fetch ?5 apiece. I, myself, will take three, the middle one
to sit on and the other two to spread
over onto as I laugh and grow fat
with satisfaction." Kansas City Star.
Wooden

Legs.

According to makers of wooden legs
the supply of willow, the proper material for light, serviceable artificial
limbs, is running short in the United
States and some substitute must
shortly be found. Concrete won't do.
Paper Is not favored. What is want
ed Is some light, not too expensive
wood. Or the situation might bo re
lieved somewhat in shortening the de
mand for wooden legs say by having fewer railroad and auto accidents
in which limbs are removed or splintered. But this Is a distinct problem
one for consideration in some coming
age when speed has come to be less
regarded as an essential if such an
age shall arrive. Meanwlle we'll go
right on knocking off limbs In our
hasty way and hunting up blocks of
crewood to supply the deficiency
ated by well, by our own course of
conduct.

IH

TOURING

JOL

Open Porches.
Traveler Impressed With Different
Modea of Dress Moros Wear
Tight Skin Trousers Women
Attired Similar to Men.
London. There are ' old Spanish
houses in Jolo with open porches situated up (out of bolo reach) on the
At night these were
second floor.
lighted with big Chinese lanterns.
The officers' club also was usually
brilliant, and one evening pleasant
strains of music indicated that a
dance was in progress there. The
same night there was a concert in
the park for the public. "The public"
consisted of a dozen soldiers, fully
armed, the ship's engineer and myself. The band played opera and popular airs, even including pieces from
"The Sultan of Sulu." How out of
place any Buch light opera conception
of the island teemed!
Meanwhile weird Chinese music
emanated from the upper regions of
other residences.
The merchants
from the Flowery Kingdom were having their gayety also safely out of
reach of the ever dreadful bolo.
One morning two soldiers persuaded me to go out to see the real city,
particularly the market This waa a
big and busy place and the costumes
there would have attracted as much
attention on Manila's Escolta as on
New York's Broadway. Here the
Moros wore their full regalia, including the dreadful knife.
The Moros as a rule wore skin tight
trousers and their agile legs gave
them a spidery appearance, but there
were also Javanese and East Indian
costumes. The turban and the fez
were the most popular headgear. The
women wore trousers of the baggy
Chinese type, but there ' were also
scarfs, sarongs and bright handker
chiefs in evidence, and it sometimes
seemed as though men and women
dressed Indiscriminately, for many
wore articles of clothing that seemed
intended for the other sex.
As for any claim to being the fair
sex the Moro women will hae to
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Moro Country.

forego it. One is quite sure that the
women are uglier than the men until
one looks at a man. All have sullen,
cruel faces. All have blackened teeth
and mouths from which oozes a thick
red, liquid from the betel nut they
chew. v If any have scaly, diseased
looking skins.

It must be remembered that these
generalizations do not necessarily
cover the Moros on the great Island
of Mindanao, though they resemble
their Sulu brothers. The Mindanao
Moros have, some of them, proved
more amenable to our civilization.
It is these fierce little men of Sulu,
who formerly made vassals of the
Mindanao dattos, that scorn our meth
ods and. all humanitarian and Chris
tian teaching.
'These women have their little
jokes," said one of my soldier friends.
"A couple of fellows were walking
here the other day, and as they passed one woman made a motion in imi
tation of a knife thrust behind their
backs. Her cronies appreciated the
Jest and laughed hideously with their
betel smeared mouths."

Short Term.
"Poor George Cohan!", said a Bos
ton Impressario.
"Poor George Cohan, Just the day
before his automobile accident, was
talking to me about a beautiful chorus girl who bad married a millionaire
of seventy-eigh- t
years.
"I was shocked, I was indignant,
for the girl is one of the loveliest
creatures I've ever seen.
'"To think of her! I growled. 'To HUSBAND MAY FIB TO WIFE
think that that beautiful, beautiful girl
should sell herself to such an old White Lies, as Marital Diplomacy,
ruin!'
Approved by Ohio Judge Should
Tell Them Gravely.
"Cohan smiled his queer, little
twisted smile.
" 'My dear boy,' he said, 'this isn't
Cleveland, O. A husband should
use diplomacy with his wife, that is,
a sale it's a lease.' "
when a trifling lie will preserve the
domestic calm, he should tell it grave
China from Brittany.
Crockery made by the peasants of ly and well.
This is the substance of a judicial
Brittany is sold by a dealer in tableware. It looks as if it were made by opinion by Judge George L. Philips, li.
peasants. In the center of each dish the divorce action of John F. Grigo
is the somewhat crude, but at the Ictt. Mr. Grigolett went to lodge meet
same time decorative, drawing of a ings and then told his wife, although
peasant men, women and children she did not approve. Said Judge Phil
are all portrayed. The drawing is ips:
"A wife objects to lodge meetings,
outlined with fine black lines and Is
filled in with color. About the edges why tell her about them? What she
doesn't know won't hurt her."
of the dishes are bands of gay flowThe judge refused a divorce.
stiff
cheerful
and
looking.)
ers,
The dishes are made in interesting
Child on Long Jaunt.
shapes, and would be especially apNew York.
Margarepropriate for nursery dishes with
flfa Rischem arrived here from Vienwhich to set the children's table.'
na, Austria, on her way to Kenwood,
Cal., where her mother i3 living. The
Absurd Congresses,
Andrew Carnegie, in his advocacy little child's only protection waa a
of universal peace, has no faith in card attached to her dress, which
read : "Please take care of me. I am
half measures.
j
"These congresses," he once said in going to my mamma. Pleaso do not
New York "these congresses that ad kiss me."
vocate, not universal peace, but smaller bullets, gentler bombardments and
Sauerkraut May Be Luxury.
lees destructive bombs, annoy me.
Fremont, O. Sauerkraut may ha a
"When we succeed, thanks to bucIi luxury soon. Kraut cabbages reach
congresses, in eliminating savagery the unprecedented price of $17 a ton
from war, then it will be qviite in it the market lure and kraut dalt;rs
order foi tis to proceed to eliminate 'infi herd work getting matoiiaJ at
the darkness from niht"
Uuit price.
,
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PURE QUILL

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
llie Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable

MASON

IN liELIORY OF VAHD

The Ladies' League of the Frist
CITIZENS
APPEAR IN PROTEST
Presbyterian church will meet tomorAGAINST BOARD OF EQUALI- row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
ZATION'S ACTION
Mrs. T. C. Evans. The" subject to be
discussed will be "The Haystack
Several property owners, including
e
Prayer Meeting and Some of Its
Dr. J. M. Cunninham, William J. Lucas,
e
institu-bboard as secretary of the
S. B. Davis, Jr., and W. P. Southard,
present.
appeared this morning before the
Valentine auction 'basket social Sat county commissioners to make suggestions n regard to the valuation for
urday evening, February 14, at Hillside taxation
of real estate in San Miguel
school house, six miles east and one
this
county
year. The commissioners
mile north of Las Vegas. Everybody
met
in
session for the purpose
special
is invited to come. Ladies bring your
of fixing valuations upon the various
baskets with supper enough for two.
classes of property upon which the
For 'benefit of school library. Miss
law gives them the right to place fig
Hazel Sanford, teacher.
ures.
The citizens suggested that the
Frank T. Matthews was arrested
board
be extremely careful In fixing
Saturday afternoon by ChiefDf Pothe
as the action of the state
values,
on
the
Coles
Ben
of
lice
charge
drunkenness and this morning was board of equalization last year, In maksentenced tol serve ten days on the ing arbitrary raises over the figures
fixed by the county officers, had workcity streets by Judge D. R. Murray.
This is the second time within a week ed a great hardship as well as Injustice upon the property owners.
that Matthews has been arrested.
They said the commissioners certainA fire alarm was turned in Satur- ly should be able to fix. the values
more equitably than the board of
day night about 6:30 o'clock from the
on
T.
residence
Twelfth equalization, as they are familiar with
A.
Rogers
street, but proved to be only a small conditons a the county. Last year
flame and was easily extinguished. valuations were Jixed at a figure acThe high wind Saturday evening caus- tually higher than the real value of
ed considerable anxiety on the part of the property, In some instances, and
the householders near the Rogers resi- at actual value in most cases,, but the
board of equalization ' ordered a blan
dence.
ket Increase. . The result was that San
The E. Romero Hose and Fir' com- Miguel county and Lwt Vegas proper
pany has announced that it will give ty owners were obliged to pay taxes
a gold medal for the best tango dancer on. an; unjust valuation. Scarcely liny
and a silver medal for the best ragger of s the property wpufd .have sold at
at its dance on the evening of Febru- tjie Jigure at which it was valued, rat
ary 23. This is an innovation, and tier tne board of equalization haa
will take the place of the prize for
making its raibes.
The jcounty commissioners will not
merly offered for the cake walk; The-ERomero company always Is; look andeavor to evade the law, but will
value the land and other property
ing for something new for the
at its proper figure. The commissionof its guests.
ers hope that the board of equalization will investigate their work, which
Tha following bulletin has, been
at the postoffiee from the pos- will prevent any unjust raises. Various
tal' department in regard to the parcel Classes of lands and property in the
post: Parcels of miscellaneous printed county have depreciated In value in
matter weighing more 'than four the past five years, aiid the commispounds are mailable at the fourth sioners likely will take this fact into
class or parcel post, rate of postage. consideration. The board worked all
This does hot affect ;the postage rate morning arid all afternoon" It likely
of one cent for each two ounces or will have the' 'figures' ready for' anfraction thereof on parcels of miscel- nouncement tomorrow
laneous printed matter weighing four
Re-th-
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main,. and numerous good seats in the
'
balcony may bo obtained.

AT

'

That the attendance will bduiiusual-llarge is the belief of the Y. M. C. A.,
TONIGHT
which has charge of the course. The
request for seats has been heavy toTHIRD NUMBER OF Y. M. C. A. LY day and a packed house is assured.
The Dixie Quintette has enjoyed
CEUM COURSE EXPECTED
the best of patronage all along the
TO EE GOOD
line and comes to Las Vegas with pounds of less.
many new and interesting features.
the
at
o'clock
8:15
at
Ti
evening
BIG INHERITANCE
TAX
I in an opera house the third number The members are in a class of enterMinneapolis, Minn., Feb. 9. The
vt the Kodpatb. Lyceum course will tainers that always pleases.
heirs of the late Charles O. Gates and
I.e. riven when the. Dixie Quintette
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the Inheritance department of the
The show will start
will j,., car.
Minnesota attorney
1 ten.) Oy, and premises to be the most
general's office
for our have reached agreement whereby the
in r number of the course up WANTL'l)
i r,
Representative
r(
firm, one that is interested in fruit Gates will is to be admitted to progrow
.preferred, for our high bate in this state, according to a
advance ticket snle for the mln-grade, nursery slock.' The Denver statement. by Attorney General L. A.
irfi h unusually large. AHiioush
,Wr-- r
Company, 4100 West 4ith Smith today. The taxable property in
r. si', a,'.; ail the seals on the lower
or re . Avenue, Denver, tarad). ,
this state,. Mr. Smith stated, is $2,- -
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VAULT

AND CESSPOOL

CLEARING
Those desiring work done
will please call on or phone

A. W.

'

T'-.i-

OF "KATHLYN"

TONIGHT

Patterson,

s

Las Vcrjas Transfer Co.
523

Sixth Street

Phone Main 43

Everything comes to him
who waits except success.
Fords are chosen by men who
"get there" by men who demand a dependable car that's
always Von the job," They
choose the Ford because of its
splendid record for consistent
service.
the price of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
Get catalog and parcomplete with equipment.
ticulars from
'
$615 is

'

PARK

,

tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use pur flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.
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Wholesalers

na-
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If ILL OPEN
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to be
Every Women Isa Proud
good baker. It is a

u yu

THIRD "CHAPTER"

DEVOTEES OF THE MOVIES HAVE
OPPORTUNITY TO SEE NEXT
!
INSTALLMENT

s

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

Af

250,000 and the
There will be a meeting of the
the state is $82,538. .
board of directors of the Commercial
club tomorrow night. All members
TUMULTY IS ILL
are requested to be present.
Washington, Feb. 9 Secretary Tum
had intended to go to the funeral
The cast of the Elks' minstrel show ulty
of Representative Bremner of New
had a successful rehearsal yesterday
in Washbut was
afternoon. On Wednesday evening the Jersey today, atti'-- k of kept
tactonsilitis.
an
entire cast Is asked to meet for re- ington by
New Jersey delega-atioentire
the
tically
hearsal.
In congress attended the service

A marriage license was Issued at
the court house Saturday afternoon TRUSTEES OF STATE HOSPITAL
DECIDE TO HONOR THE
to Frank Maestas, aged 26, and Simo- LATE STEWARD
desia Garcia, aged 2o. Both are residents of Las Gallinas.
At ta meeting of the board of trasi-teeof the New) Mexico Hospital for
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Methodist church will hold Its regular the Insane, held Saturday, It was demonthly meeting tomorrow afternoon cided that the plans submitted for a
at 2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs. park at the Tiospital in, memory of
J. C. Schlott, 818 Columbia avenue.
George W. Ward, for many years at
the head ' Of the Institution, be acThe G. D. Boucher grocery store, cepted. The park will ' be laid out
which announced the filing of an as- soon. The plans were drawn up late
signment Saturday, will continue busi ly by the officials of the hospital. The
ness for a month or more, according park is to be located on, the grounds,
to information received this morning. and according to plans, will 'be ah at
tractive piece of gonind." '
The Raton city council at its meet- Mrs. Pearl Landon was selected by,
ing last week raised the retail liquor the boaord as secretary of the Institulicense from $600 to $800 a year, re- tion, succeeding Bon Fulgenzi, who
voked the licenses of three saloons resigned last month to take a posiand refused the application of a man tion with the West side postoffiee. ''
who proposed opening a pew saloon.
Routine business also was disposed
of by the baaord, which was attended
Thore in charge of the card party by the entire membership
to, Be given Thursday night at he
Commercial club roms by the Wom
an's Club of Las Vegas announced
MEET
this morning that each member of the
club is expected to take charge of a
TO FIX VALUATIONS
table.
:"

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
'
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

New Mexico Largest

.

urday afternoon at the court house to
John Larson, aged 56, and Margarita
Esquibel aged 21. Both are residents
of Las Vegas.

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique,, patterns-a- ll
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A marriage license was Issued Sat
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feature picture, made
"THE FIRST LAW OF NATURE," Three-ree- l
This picture features life In Old New Mexico.

in Albuquerque.

n
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BRIDGE STREET

tax to be collected by
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MUTUAL' MOVIES

bounty upon four coyotes.

DUY THEM by the DOZEN
The Price Is Right

11

6:06

Adv.

7

IN BULK-

at

Afternoon and evening gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

Pickles
Sour Pickles
Sweet Pickles

'!

9, 1914.

AT THE
Light automobile lampa
o'clock this evening.

DELICIOUS
sill

FEBRUARY

PROGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

the Boz

MONDAY,

Tonight and tomorrow night at the
Photoplay theater the inird installment
of "The Adventures of Kathlyn" will
be given. This clever continued story
in films has attracted the. atten
tion of a large number of picture anow
devotees, all of whom will be on hand
either tonight or tomorrow night to
see the pictures. The synopsis of the
third installment is as follows:
First Reel
After the daring and cunning of the
American engineer blew up the amphi
theater with his land mines, saving
Kathlyn from the nungry lions, he
dragged her from the wreck and ran
to a secluded spot close by, where
Ramabal and Pundlta were waiting
with elephants. So they all are ele
vated into the howdohs; the manouts
prod the big beasts and then follows
a flight through the jungle. Finally
in the dawn of the morning, they stop
for water. A baboon runs close to
the trail, frightening Kathlyn's elephant mount, which runs away. The
mahout, tries to stop the terrified
beast, but he is thrown against a tree,
and the elephant continues its frantic
pace with Kathlyn aione. The other
members of the entourage pursue her;
but the runaway gains so fas, that
Kathlyn is soon lost irom their view
in the recesses of the forest.
Finally the weary elephant halts at
the gates of a city, and Kathlyn again
finds herself a stranger captive. She
happens along about the time the fun
eral ceremony of a Parsee is being
celebrated. Tbe scene transfers to the
Burning, Gat, where a cremation is In
process, "after the primtive fashion of
the Parsee. The widow is led to the
pyre to be sacrificed with her husband
for suttee. She shrieks with fear, declaring she will never give herself to
the rite. The head man then shouts
to them that a victim is providentially at hand to be sacrificed upon the
pyre to propitiate? t.e gods. Thereupon he leads in Kathlyn, the white
captive. She is bound and placed upon the smoking pile. The preparations are made, for her final resignation but she does not resign. As the
fire is started, the natives start to decorously retire, their flight being accelerated by the appearance of a mad
elephant. j.t happens to be Kathlyn's
erratic mount. It recognizes Its mis
tress and reaching up to the top of
the pyre, takes her rrom the flames
that are now biting her garments. As
the hig beast rescues the fair one and
rushes away, the sceno dims.
Second

Reel

The day is far spent; likewise the
elephant, and as night comes on, they
approach the portico uf a ruined tem
ple. The animal kneels and Kathlyn
descends weary from the long journey.. Across the pillared portico strolls
a prowling lion. Other parts of the
structure show that the carnivora are
chiefly its' inhabitants. Kathlyn alights
and stands close to the sarcophagus.
fehe observes the lion and
leaps into
the carved cavity. So she passes the
night in terror, frequently seeking
safety in the cavernous recesses of
the ancient tomb, as the black maned
lion passes and
in search of
prey.
As dawn comes, a priest ventures intfl
the temple, and observing Kathlyn
miraculously rising from the sarcophagus after her terrible rest, he views
her as an apparition, and falls at her
feet in . worship. He calls his asso
ciatesthey bring her-- food and drink
and elect her to b
lgh priestess in
their temple antlflnceforth she must
keep alive by inght and day, the fire
that will ward off evil spirits from
that region. The whappy young
queen again finds herself not only a
priestess but a prisoner. One ni?ht in
fleeing from the prowling lion she
stumbles against an ldof, It falls and is
broken into a thousand pieces. The
following morning, the natives, dis
covering the restriction, are enraged
beyond endurance, rushing, at Kathlyn
as if to slay her. She wards them off,.
einindihg them that as bigh priestess
her person is sacred. Then fortunate- recura to her the accomplishment.
of her girlhood days with elay model-

LAS VEGAS FORD SALES CD:

Phone Vegas424

-

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller NoifiSRitt-bplain thread. Mrchllin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
(A

I

ALL WORK DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHO L E SAL E AND

D.

G

VW.

dub on

ing In her far away California studio.
She plana to save herself from the
fury of the fanatics by telling them
that she has the power to recreate
their Idol. She orders Clay and water
and at once begins modeling a reproduction of the idol from memory.
When the natives behold this completed work of art, they fall to the ground
in abject abeisance, and she stands
intrenched more strongly than ever In
ther reverence. Thus she agan saves
her life iby her ready wit and her facility of accomplishment.
The marauding lion aas grown holder and hungrier and now makes his
rounds on the 4ftrttead&
daylight. Having escaped the fury of the
mob, Kathlyn now 1 about to become the prey of a savage beast. She
flies for her life from the tempel to
the river. It would appear that only
a miracle could save her now.

PAVING

s

RETAIL
MmlnZI

neer George Morrison is now employon an estimate of the possible,
cost of the work.
This paving movem-rashows the
progressiveness of the city. The busi-nes- s
men feel favorable toward the
movement and are ' ready to act at
once.! Doubtless Hr, Ross' assertion
that the first work will be started by
spring will ibe realized, as he Is one
of the business mn in Las Vegas,
who is in a position to know the actual condition of sentiment In regard
ed

to paving.

SEATS ON SALE
FOR OPERETTA
REERVT5N

FOR "THE
PTIAN PRINCESS". WILL
--

EGYBE-

GIN TOMORROW

liOVEOT

Friday evening at the Duncan opera
the High School Glee dub's op
eretta, "The' Egyptian Peiacess," will
be given. Las Vegans doubtless will
attend in great numbers, as the High
school has a reputation for staging
excellent productions. The operetta
has been postponed several times on
account of other attractions, but rehearsals have continued, tot the
of the cast.
The tickets will be placed on sale
at the Murphey drug store tomorrow
and a large advance reservation is
expected. The operetta features many
pretty costumes together with clever
songs, and as a whole is expected to
prove one of the best home talent
productions ever given here.
Misa Chell Crozier, music and arb
instructor for the city schools, has
charge of the production and says
that the cast Is In good pondition to
give the play.

BEGINS'lBPfiEAD (house
NATIONAL AVENUE AND ITS EXTENSION MAY BE INCLUDED
'IN IMPROVEMENT
-

That work will be started early in
the spring on the paving of Bridge
street, the highway around' the Plaza,
the extension of National avenue to
the court house, and' East National
avenue from the county, hridge to
Eighth street, is the substance of a
statement of Thomas Ross, a member
of, the board of diretc-or- s
of the Comtheilvdboost-er- s
mercial club and om-o- f
of Las Vegas. Mr. Ross; says he
feels certain that this, work will be

'
",w
done.
to
this
time the only paving that
Up
has been authorized la en : Bridge

nt

street from the bridge to the, Plaza.
The plans for the Improvement have
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Hya, aged
been drawn and the. bnaf d Aif tVustees
of Las Vegas has placed its approval In wood. Direct from the distillery to
Mr. Ross stated you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
on 'tho
that a movement is t.i foot to pave
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
tlto oilier streets mentioned f.l. !:e be
n
Engl- Rye at the Opera Bar. Ad i,
ginning of this artic'"
i

